
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

God-Man Theory 
A pioneering group of Neothink® scientists will eventually look 

again at the enormous data collected on our Universe while asking a 
new set of questions based on: “What if God-Man controlled the 
cosmos?”  (God-Man is a term used by Mark Hamilton to describe 
advanced conscious life.) 

The scientifically sound theory was originated by Dr. Frank R. 
Wallace in his Neo-Tech® writings (taught in the Neo-Tech® Deep 
Dive, see Profit Zone.)  His theory in essence logically demonstrates 
why consciousness is an integral component of the Universe as are 
energy and matter.  Dr. Wallace believed enough data currently exists 
that, if closely looked at while asking a different set of questions, the 
data will prove that consciousness ultimately controls the cosmos.  
The most probable way the proof will come: by showing that, through 
the unconscious, uninfluenced Laws of Nature, something can not be 
the way it is…meaning humanlike consciousness or God-Man altered 
the course of nature, perhaps interdicting a threatening, natural 
catastrophe that would wipe out life. 

When the proof comes, civilization will dramatically shift away 
from the current irrational, political anticivilization to the Twelve 
Visions World — tomorrow’s purely rational, businesslike 
civilization after the Prime-Law Amendment (see NeoTrend 11).  
Nothing before or after will affect the ordinary person more…not 
Copernicus who led the way out of the Dark Ages, not Newton who 
led the way into the Age of Reason, not Einstein who led the way for 
modern electronics.  Nothing before or after will catapult the 
prosperity of the ordinary person more than proving the God-Man 
Theory and his Civilization of the Universe.1  And you can become 
that person who led the way into the C of U. 

But first, why?  Why will proving the God-Man Theory catapult  
1The Civilization of the Universe is the purely rational, initiatory-force-free 
civilization of advanced civilizations throughout the Universe.  Once mankind 
technologically advances to the point of nuclear power and nuclear weapons, 
civilization faces the Nuclear Decision Threshold as first identified by Dr. Wallace 
in his Neo-Tech Discovery and later adopted by Carl Sagan in his Cosmos.  To 
advance beyond that threshold when civilization has the power  to  destroy  itself,  a  

(footnote continued on next page) 
 



the prosperity of the ordinary person? 
That proof will make the political no-initiatory-force structure of 

the Twelve Visions Party (NeoTrend 11) and the drive for Project 
Life (NeoTrend 13) the natural order of things.  

The acceptance of the Twelve Visions Party with its Prime Law 
would mean rising wealth for everyone, even for the poor, as 
demonstrated in the TVP Platform (NeoTrend 11), and the acceptance 
of Project Life (NeoTrend 13) would eventually mean near-perfect 
health, rapidly increasing longevity, and eventual non-aging (even 
reverse-aging) biological immortality for everyone, including and 
especially for the elderly.  People, by the way, would be deeply 
happy.  In the new prosperity explosion, they would be enjoying 
exhilarating creation-driven lives (NeoTrend 19) and exciting 
romantic-love relationships.  Those ordinary people would now want 
to live forever!  (To understand this and experience it NOW, you need 
to acquire Level Two in the Profit Zone. Click  Here .)

Dr. Wallace’s tragic accident that took his life far too soon ended 
his two exciting projects next on his agenda.  The first was a 
publication he planned to write called Neo-Tech®  Bullets that he has 
referenced in his published writings.  The second project was to 
prove, from studying existing data on the cosmos, that conscious life 
ultimately controls the cosmos.  I encourage scientists, physicists to 
pursue this wide-open opportunity.  Even amateur physicists can join 
this exciting new research and pool their efforts in the Neothink® 
Clubhouses. 
(footnote continued from previous page) 
Prime-Law World of no initiatory force (see NeoTrend 11) will have to rise before 
mankind wipes itself out with nuclear weapons.  Dr. Wallace explains in his 
writings how honesty and rationality will have to universally replace dishonesty and 
irrationality.  If not, if the Prime Law does not replace the rule of man, leaving the 
dishonesty and irrationality of the ruling classes around the world controlling 
nuclear weapons that can wipe out most human life on Earth…then civilization will 
not make it.  It will destroy itself. 

Nuclear-Decision-Threshold civilizations such as on Earth that do not remove 
rule of man with the Prime Law (see NeoTrend 11) do not get past their power to 
destroy themselves.  They do not advance further and join the other civilizations 
that have advanced beyond their Nuclear Decision Thresholds by eradicating 
initiatory force and the rule of man with the Prime Law…and eventually eradicating 
dishonesty and irrationality throughout the conscious race. 

https://ft360.infusionsoft.app/app/orderForms/NeoTrends-1-18
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New Words and Concepts
Zon is a collective word related to the fully integrated
honesty of Neo-Tech and comprises (1) the Civilization
of the Universe, (2) those operating from its wide-scope
perspective, and (3) the power required to control
existence — the integrated power to gain limitless wealth
and eternal happiness. …Zon is the mind of God.  Zon
is you!

Zonpower is the power to control (not create) existence.
Zonpower is derived from applying the fully integrated
honesty and wide-scope accountability of Neo-Tech to all
conscious actions.

Neo-Tech is a noun or an adjective meaning fully
integrated honesty based on facts of reality.  Neo-Tech
creates a collection of new techniques and new technology
that lets one know exactly what is happening and what
to do for gaining honest advantages in all situations.
Neo-Tech provides the integrations to collapse the
illusions, hoaxes, and irrationalities of any harmful
individual or institution.

Objectivism is the philosophy for the well-being of
conscious beings — the philosophy based on reason —
the new-world philosophy of limitless prosperity.

Anticivilization is the irrational civilization gripping planet
Earth — an unreal civilization riddled with professional
value destroyers causing endless cycles of wars, economic
and property destructions, unemployment and poverty,
suffering and death.  The essence of the anticivilization
is dishonesty. …Through Neo-Tech, the Civilization of the
Universe will replace Earth’s anticivilization.

Civilization of the Universe is the rational civilization
throughout the universe — a civilization filled with value
producers providing endless cycles of wealth, happiness,
and rejuvenation for everyone. …Professional value
destroyers and parasitical elites are nonexistent in the
Civilization of the Universe.

Parasitical Elites are unnatural people who drain
everyone.  The parasitical-elite class lives by usurping,
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swindling, and destroying values produced by others.
Their survival requires political-agenda laws, armed
bureaucracies, ego-“justice” systems, and deceptive
neocheating.

Neocheating is the undetected usurpation of values from
others: the unsuspicious swindling of money, power, or
values through deceptive manipulations of rationalizations,
non sequiturs, illusions, and mysticisms. …All such net
harms inflicted on society can now be objectively
measured by the wide-scope accounting of Neo-Tech.

Subjective Laws include political-agenda laws conjured
up by politicians and bureaucrats to gain self-serving
benefits, ego props, and unearned power.  Enforcement
of political-agenda laws requires the use of force and
armed agents against innocent people. …The only purpose
of such laws is to violate individual rights in order to
parasitically gain values produced by others.

Objective Laws are not conjured up by politicians or
bureaucrats.  Instead, like the laws of physics, they arise
from the immutable laws of nature.  Such laws are valid
across space and time, benefit everyone, and advance
society.  Objective laws are based on the moral prohibition
of initiatory force, threats of force, and fraud as constituted
on page 188. …The only rational purpose of laws is to
protect individual rights.

Ego “Justice” is the use of political-agenda laws to gain
parasitical livelihoods and feel false importance.  Ego
“justice” is the survival tool of many politicians, lawyers,
and judges.  Ego “justice” is the most pernicious form
of neocheating. …Parasitical elites thrive on subjective
laws and ego “justice” to the harm of everyone else and
society.

Cassandra’s Secret revealed through Zon is the power
of the conscious mind to accurately, nonmystically foretell
the future.  How?  Through the mind’s power to control
its own existence…thus, its own future.
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New Words and Concepts

1As identified in Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics, happiness is the
highest moral purpose of conscious life. …Life is the moral standard.
Reason is necessary for human survival.  Reason and honesty are
required to achieve happiness.

Intelligence is redefined by Neo-Tech as the range of
integrated thinking.  The range, width, or scope of valid
integrations is more a function of honesty than of IQ.  No
matter how high is one’s raw IQ, that person can
ultimately be outflanked and outperformed by a lower IQ
mind that is more honest, allowing wider-scope
integrations.  In the Civilization of the Universe, wide-
scope integrations are what give conscious minds unlimited
power.  Neo-Tech intelligence supersedes the role of IQ
detailed by Richard J. Herrnstein and Charles Murray in
their controversial, best-selling book The Bell Curve
(Simon & Schuster, 1994).  Since fully integrated honesty,
not IQ, is the key to long-range success and abiding
happiness, all races have equal access to the limitless
prosperity available from the Civilization of the Universe.

Purpose of Existence and Motive for Controlling
Existence:  Achieving and expanding happiness is the
moral purpose of conscious life.1  Happiness, therefore,
is the ultimate motivator behind conscious-controlled
existence.  But, to control existence, one must realize that
existence itself is never derived from thoughts or emotions.
Instead, thoughts and emotions, including happiness, are
always derived from the conscious control of existence.
Thus, conscious control of existence is ultimately directed
toward creating limitless prosperity, rejuvenated life, and
eternal happiness for everyone and society.
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The main body of text for Neo-Tech Physics
is simplified for the general, nonscientific
reader.  Moreover, Neo-Tech physics is but one
of several major metaphorical points made in
the text.  Those interested in knowing the full
context in which the physics is presented must
carefully read all of the technical footnotes.
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The Goal and Purpose of Neo-Tech/Zonpower
The goal of Neo-Tech/Zonpower is to cure the

interwoven disease of irrationality and dishonesty.
The purpose of Neo-Tech/Zonpower is to have

conscious individuals think about and see everything in
a different way — different from the losing way in which
everyone on this planet has been chained for the past 3000
years.  Indeed, Neo-Tech/Zonpower is a new way of
thinking, a new way of seeing everything, a new mode
of action that leads to limitless, beneficent power over
existence.

Again, “Zonpower” is not a treatise on physics or
philosophy.  Physics and philosophy are used as metaphors
to explain the omnipotent paradigm called Neothink, which
is wide-scope, integrated thinking and honesty.  The fully
integrated honesty part of Neothink is called Neo-Tech.
Since fully integrated honesty will increasingly rule
cyberspace, Neo-Tech will increasingly banish false biases
and illegal authorities from government, business, science,
education, politics, philosophy, communication, the arts.
...Zonpower uniquely has no leaders or followers.  In
cyberspace, every conscious individual will eventually
become an individual self-leader living in a value-
producing, business mode.

The metaphorical hypotheses in this first section may
seem radical.  Indeed, some hypotheses are radical and
have no direct evidence as of yet.  Still, nothing in Neo-
Tech contradicts the laws of physics and all radical
concepts will eventually be mathematically and
experimentally demonstrated, modified, or falsified.

Existence Exists as Gravity Units
Gravity Units are the fundamental units of existence.

They are indivisible, windowless units of submicroscopic,
quantized geometries from which nothing can enter or exit.
Yet, those geometries exist continuously — as a quantum-
blended whole through wave-like dynamics and smeared-
out resonances.  Also, manifestations of certain Gravity
Units could form the weakly interacting dark material that
accounts for the missing mass in modern cosmological
theories.  And finally, each Gravity Unit can flux into a
universe of gravity, mass, energy, and consciousness.

All wealth arises from conscious-controlled Gravity
Units.
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Chapter 1

Boundless Prosperity
through

SIGUs and Googolplexes

What are SIGUs and googolplexes?  What connection
do they have to boundless prosperity?  First ask:  How
do conscious beings meet the energy and communication
requirements of an eternally advancing civilization?  How
does one unleash nature’s power to achieve near instant
communication throughout the universe?  How can one
capture the power of universes spanning billions of light
years across?  How can one unleash the universal power
locked in gravity units lurking beneath every subatomic
particle?  How can one direct the power of Super-Inflation
Gravity Units1 (SIGUs) to eternally expand life and
prosperity?

Take a Numbers Ride
Take a ride to the big:  The mathematical term googol

is the number 1 followed by a hundred zeroes, or 10100,
meaning 10 raised to the power of a hundred.2  How big
a number is a googol?  Astronomers estimate our universe
is 15 billion years old…or 1018 seconds old.  Over 22
centuries ago, Archimedes calculated that 1063 grains of
sand would fill the then known universe.

Consider today’s known universe contains at least a
hundred-billion galaxies each containing an average of a
1A Super-Inflation Gravity Unit is equivalent to a symmetrical
Geometry Unit of the entire universe.
2The power of the number 10 means the number of zeros after the
number 1.  For example, 10 raised to the power of 2 or 102 means
100, 103 means 1000, 10100 means 1 followed by a hundred zeros,
101012 

means 1 followed by a trillion zeros.  Likewise, 10-3 is
1/103=.001.  Also, 10-43, for example, is a decimal point followed by
42 zeros then the number 1. …Human life expectancy is about 2x109

seconds.  The passing of a light wave takes about 10-15 seconds.
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1Roger Penrose calculated that to emulate all possible quantum states
of the known universe would require 1010   bits of information —
the maximum capacity for the Universal Computer.

hundred-billion stars.  Now consider the mind-boggling
number of electrons, protons, neutrons, and all other
matter-and-energy particles in those stars, planets, dark
matter…as well as all additional particles scattered
throughout space.  That number would equal 1086 particles,
a number still considerably less than a googol!  Now, if
our entire universe of about fifteen billion light years
across were packed solid with subatomic particles with
zero space between them, the number of particles would
rise to 10130.

But, how large is a googolplex, 1010100?  Just to print
the number of zeroes after the number 1 would require
enough paper to pack solid our entire universe, fifteen
billion light years across.1 …And a super googolplex is
a googolplex that is raised to an additional 100th power.
No scale is available for any conscious mind on Earth to
grasp such a number.

Now take a ride to the small:  Slice an average-sized
pie in half ninety-one times.  On the ninety-second slice,
you would need to slice the nucleus of an atom in half.
How small is the nucleus of an atom?  Enlarge a baseball
to the size of Earth.  One would then see the atoms of
that baseball as the size of cherries filling the entire planet.
Now, enlarge one of those atoms to the size of the
Astrodome.  The nucleus would then become visible as
the size of a grain of sand.

What about the smallest or shortest unit of time that
the human mind can grasp:  Planck’s time of 10-42 of a
second — about the time required for light travelling at
186,281 miles per second to traverse the diameter of the
smallest subatomic particle of, say, a 2x10-33 centimeter

123
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diameter, which is Planck’s length.  A time less than 10-

42 of a second measured from the theoretical beginning
of time in our universe1 cannot be experimentally
simulated or conceptually grasped.

Finally, grasping the smallest and the biggest in terms
of eternity requires the axiomatic fact that existence exists.
Thus, existence has no prior cause and is eternal.  Relative
to eternity, the smallest unit and the largest unit are equal
in occurrence, time, or distance.  For example, compare
an incredibly fast event that occurs once every 10-42 of a
second to an incredibly slow event that occurs once every
googolplex years.  The occurrence of those events are
equal in eternity.  For, each of those events will occur
an “infinite”2 number of times in eternity.

The smallest units of existence, such as quarks and
electrons or the even smaller Gravity Units as explained in
Chapters 5 and 7, to the largest expansion of the universe
with everything in between and beyond are all a part of
eternal existence.  Gravity Units, quarks, subatomic
particles and energies; protons, neutrons, and electrons;
electromagnetism, nuclear forces, and gravity; universes,
galaxies, stars, and planets; atoms, molecules, and
compounds; gasses, liquids, and solids; air, water, and
land; mountains, oceans, and clouds; protoplasm, amoeba,
plants, fish, animals, primates, and conscious beings…all
are part of existence and its natural evolution that has
occurred eternally.  Indeed, each and every entity of
existence has existed forever.  Thus, conscious beings as
entities of existence have also existed forever throughout
the universes as described in Chapter 6 and in Part III.

1Contrary to big-bang theories, universes have no natural beginnings
or endings as described in later chapters.
2Infinity is a mind-created concept, not a part of reality.
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Rapid Communication Across Universes
by using

Super-Inflation Gravity Units Called SIGUs
Reality can never be contradicted.  Thus, the laws of

nature and physics can never be violated.  That means
nothing can exceed the speed of light.  So, how can near
instant communication occur across distances that require
light (travelling at 186,281 miles per second) millions or
even billions of years to traverse?  Even more, how can
communication occur between universes from which not
even light can escape?  Conscious beings and only conscious
beings can accomplish such near instant communication.
How do they accomplish that communication without
violating the laws of nature or physics?

Conscious beings harnessing the Super-Inflation nature
of Gravity Units (SIGUs) can produce near instant,
gravity-pulse communication not only across an entire
universe but possibly between universes — all without
violating physical laws, including the speed of light.
How?  By gravity pulses transmitted through big-bang-
type inflations radiating from exploded Gravity Units.

How do gravity pulses communicate faster than the
speed of light with nothing exceeding the speed of light?
First, realize that the smallest units of existence, Gravity
Units, and the largest unit of existence, the full expanding
universe, are one and the same:  They each contain the
same mass and energy potentials.  The units are just in
different modes throughout time and space.  Next,
examine the so-called big-bang or hypothetical spacetime
birth of our universe from a gravity unit:  At 10-42 of a
second or Planck’s time after its birth, the entire universe
is 1035 times smaller than a subatomic proton.  Doubling
every 10-34 seconds or doubling 1036 times at 10-32 seconds
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from birth, the universe has grown to 12 centimeters across
— about the size of a grapefruit.  And then, doubling 1050

times by somewhat over 10-30 seconds from its hypothetical
birth, the universe has exploded to the size of our solar
system — all in that tiniest fraction of a second. …In
other words, during that instant in time, the universe has
expanded trillions of times faster than the speed of light.
Yet, nothing exceeds the speed of light.  How can that occur?

The super-fast growth of the universe during its first
moment in time can be explained by the Inflation Theory
originated by Alan Guth of MIT in 1979.  Such inflation
involves the brief existence of “repulsive gravity” and the
relative positions of spacetime coordinates in accord with
Einstein’s general relativity. …That super-fast inflation can
also be understood, without complete accuracy, in more
simple Newtonian terms:  Consider two entities starting
at the same point and moving apart near or at the speed
of light.  At the end of one year, those entities will be
about two light years apart.  Thus, they will have
“communicated” from their respective points A and B at
about twice the distance covered by the speed of light
without exceeding the speed of light.

Now, consider breaking the geometry or symmetry of
a universe-containing Gravity Unit or Geometry Unit,
causing a spacetime birth.  That occurrence begins the near
instant conversion of the smallest unit of existence, the
universe-containing Gravity Unit, into the largest unit of
existence, the entire expanding universe.  Incredibly, that
new-born exploding Gravity Unit has the same mass/
energy total of an entire universe fifteen billion years old.
Consider what occurs in the tiniest fraction of the initial
second during a big-bang birth: a near instantaneous unit-
after-unit multiplication, perhaps initially with repulsive

Boundless Prosperity
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gravity, into nearly the total number of entities (1086) that
will exist in the mature universe billions of years old.1

Like the previous, simple example of two entities
separating at nearly twice the speed of light, each of the
rapidly multiplying, countless entities are also separating
at or near the speed of light from all the previous and
subsequent formed entities.  That process multiplies
distances of entity separation by trillions of times the
speed of light without any individual entity exceeding the
speed of light.  In that way, the total range of expansion
or “communication” announcing the big-bang birth occurs
at trillions of times the speed of light without violating the
laws of physics.  (See pages 91-92 for another perspective.)

What if conscious beings can control how and when
to break the symmetry of Gravity Units?  With conscious
beings controlling the symmetry breaking of Gravity Units,
the efficiencies and power of universe-creating energy and
communication multiply.  How can that multiplication
occur?  The most obvious way is by aiming or lasing each
spacetime birth in specific directions as energy waves or
gravity pulses, rolling out in multidimensional geometries
…rather than allowing the gravity explosion to convert
into the “usual” universe-making energy and matter
radiating in three geometric directions. …Also, such
communication could possibly flash through hyperspace to
other universes.2

1Each new universe exploded from a single Gravity Unit will then
contain its own space-time dimensions filled with its own, new
quantized geometries or Gravity Units each of which can in turn form
a universe filled with Gravity Units. …For this, as with certain other
hypotheses in Neo-Tech Physics, no direct evidence as of yet exists.

(footnote continued on next page)

2In water, the speed of light slows by about 23% to 142,600 miles/
second.  Thus, in water very high-energy, charged particles can exceed
that slower speed of light to create a light-barrier shock wave
producing Cerenkov radiation.  Now, throughout existence, no total
vacuum can exist in which to measure the ultimate speed of light.
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Business: The Power of the Universe
Competitive business is the eternal power of existence.

It advances every level of society throughout the universe
as described in Mark Hamilton’s Neo-Tech Cosmic
Business Control, 510 pages, Neo-Tech Publishing (1989)
and in Eric Savage’s Neo-Tech Global Business Control,
256 pages, Neo-Tech Worldwide (1992).  Business is the
natural mode of existence for conscious beings.  What is
business?  Business is the competitive production and
voluntary exchange of values among conscious beings.
…Conscious beings throughout the universe control nature
through business.

Knowledge begets knowledge.  Thus, knowledge is
limitless — limitless power.  Harnessing universal energy
and communication through business represents one
increment of productive achievement along the endless
scale of knowledge throughout the Civilization of the
Universe.  Indeed, conscious beings exert business control
over nature.  Through the universal virtue of competitive
business, advances in value production continue endlessly
— beyond the imagination of conscious beings on Earth.

In our universe, the quantum vacuum state or the gravity-unit ether
exists at a certain energy level.  In a vacuum state at lower-energy
levels, light could travel faster than 186,281 miles/second.  Does that
mean certain particles such as Gravity Units could travel faster than
186,281 miles per second through our universe and not exceed the
speed of light travelling through lower energy-level vacuums?  Is the
Guth’s “faster-than-light” big-bang expansion phase simply the speed
of light traveling into a lower energy-state vacuum of meta space?
Could such particles set up a shock wave that would break or tunnel
through the metastable vacuum of this universe into a lower energy
state, thus, annihilating at light speed our entire universe as we know
it?  Or, could lower vacuum states be a conscious-controlled, advanced
source of energy and communication? …What about tachyons?  They
are hypothetical particles that can never travel slower than the speed
of light and increase in speed as they lose energy.  Existence of
tachyons is entirely speculative and highly unlikely.

(footnote continued from previous page)
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Yet, someday, in the eternal Civilization of the Universe,
immortal descendents from Earth will routinely function
along all levels of unimaginable knowledge and
accomplishments.

How can conscious life be immortal — eternal?  First,
examine the nature of existence:  Existence is axiomatic.
Existence simply exists — eternally, without prior cause.
No alternative is possible.  For, existence cannot not exist.
Thus, as part of existence, the evolution of consciousness
is also eternal.  Countless conscious societies, therefore,
exist throughout the universes with endlessly higher levels
of knowledge — with millions or billions of years more
advanced societies than ours.  Because of such vast and
endless differences in knowledge, conscious beings at any
specific level of civilization cannot imagine the knowledge
or activities of say a thousand years, much less a million
or a billion years, more advanced societies.

If communication among conscious beings throughout
the universe delivers rational benefits, such communication
would develop through competitive-business dynamics.
But, probably no net benefits would accrue from
communicating with less advanced civilizations.  Likewise,
communicating with much more highly advanced
civilizations would probably yield no net benefits.  For,
conscious beings in the Civilization of the Universe would
not benefit by jumping significantly beyond their own
ongoing, step-by-step integrations in developing knowledge
and values.  Indeed, no matter from what level of
knowledge, the continuity of experiences and integrations
needed to create ever expanding prosperity is the root
cause of happiness in any civilization.

Why are net benefits impossible from big-gap jumps
into realms beyond current knowledge?  For example,
conscious beings cannot benefit from “million-year”
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(footnote continued on next page)

advanced-knowledge jumps without going through the
integrated steps to acquire that knowledge.  Indeed, to
benefit from advances in knowledge requires meeting the
criterion for advancing prosperity.  That criterion
throughout all universes and all time is fully integrated
honesty combined with productive effort.  In other words,
that criterion is Neo-Tech.

On Becoming Zon
Most conscious beings among Earth’s anticivilization

will encounter the fully integrated honesty of Neo-Tech
at least once by the year 2000.  That encounter will knock
each person down.  But, most people will jump right back
up.  Still enclosed in their mystical bubbles, most will
bounce away…never examining what happened, never
discovering eternal life and prosperity.  Yet, a few will
stay to examine Earth-evolved Neo-Tech.  They will
benefit enormously from applying its fully integrated
honesty within Earth’s anticivilization. …And, a small
number of those people will go beyond Neo-Tech by
entering the Civilization of the Universe.  As explained
in Part III, they will become Zons.  For them, the
anticivilization will vanish into its nothingness as they
experience the power of the universe — the power of Zon.

With the power of Zon, all things throughout the
universe can become nonmystical conscious thoughts —
and nonmystical conscious thoughts (T1) can become all
things (T2) throughout the universe. …As explained in
Part III, from the equation T1 equals T2k arises k as the
universal constant of Zon.  From the constant k flows the
power of Zon.1

1The Zon constant k has not yet been determined.  But, k would be
the fifth and unifying universal constant: unifying the relativistic,
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macroscopic universal constants of G (gravity) and c (velocity of light)
with the quantum, submicroscopic universal constants of k
(Boltzmann) and h (Planck).  Perhaps k manifests itself in some sort
of unifying ratio with the other four universal constants, such as k:
Gc/kh.  The Zon constant would relate energy, mass, gravity, and
their velocities to the flow of time toward decreasing entropy, not
toward increasing entropy. …Universal constants, including the
quantum cosmological constant, ultimately arise from a deep,
compelling symmetry or geometry controlled by conscious beings.
The Zon constant fixes the values of all other constants.

Except for consciousness, gravity is the weakest yet most
pervasive force in nature.  Indeed, gravity controls universal motion.
But, the fifth force of nature — human consciousness — is the grand-
unifying force controlling all existence.  Conscious force is more
subtle to specific measurement and mathematical quantification than
gravity.  Still, consciousness is the most noticeable force on planet
Earth.  Moreover, consciousness is the only force that can alter the
otherwise predestined courses of the other four forces of nature:
gravitational, electromagnetic, weak nuclear, strong nuclear.
...Consciousness is the force that unifies all forces and heals the
seeming breaches of nature caused by quantum “uncertainties”.

As a law of nature expressed by the Heisenberg Uncertainty
Principle, facts asserted as truth are never certain.  But, principles
contextually determined through integrated honesty are always certain.
Thus, for example, one can have certainty about the Heisenberg
Uncertainty Principle without paradox or contradiction: (1)
Metaphysically one can be certain that any particle always has an
exact position and momentum at any exact time.  But,
epistemologically one can be certain that exact position and
momentum cannot be simultaneously measured…at least not directly.
(2) Measurements can be validly done in Euclidean/Galilean/
Newtonian coordinate systems or in noneuclidean/relativistic/quantum-
mechanical systems, depending on the object measured and the
accuracy desired.  And finally, (3) the indeterminate and probabilistic
nature of quantum mechanics does not negate the laws of identity,
noncontradiction, or cause and effect.  The decay of radioactive atoms,
for example, are both indeterminate and probabilistic.  But, each decay
has an identifiable, noncontradictory cause. …That means Heracleitus,
Plato, and Kant are out; Parmenides, Aristotle, and Rand are in.

As a side note important later:  Plato is the father of organized
deception through “noble” lies — the father of purposely dishonest
government and science.  Aristotle not only is the father of logic,
science, and biology, but is the father of rational metaphysics and
epistemology.  Plato subjugated conscious life to higher mystical
powers.  Aristotle exalted conscious life on Earth as the highest value.
Portions of Aristotle’s ethics and politics, however, remained under
Plato’s influence, thus, are fallacious. …Philosophically, Plato and
Kant are mankind’s villains, Aristotle and Rand are mankind’s heroes.

(footnote continued from previous page)
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Chapter 2

Your Journey to Zonpower
What is Zonpower?  To answer that question, you must

first take a journey that leads to the center of weirdness.
Then, you must go beyond, into the realm of weirder-than-
weird.  That journey will lead you into the weirdest realm
of the entire universe.  And that realm is right here on
planet Earth in its bizarre, upside-down, anti-power
civilization.  You must go to that black-hole apex in order
to go through it and then out into the advanced
Civilization of the Universe — the civilization of honesty,
prosperity, and happiness.

Journey to the Weirdest Realm
Only from this anticivilization can you discover the

realm of weirder-than-weird.  Once there, you will find
the key to Zonpower.  Unlocking the door to all power
and prosperity, you will escape the false journey that
essentially everyone on Earth is traveling:  As one
example, consider the false search in today’s sciences and
religions, especially in astro/quantum/particle physics and
the Vatican.  That search is for a Quantum/God
Singularity and the Big Bang — the fictional, wished-
for birthplace of our forever evolving, plasmatic Universe.

World-class scientists have searched for that single
point of creation.  Yet, the notion of Singularity contradicts
the laws of nature and physics, as do the mystical notions
of perpetual motion, cold fusion, low-energy nano-
technology, along with various mystical interpretations of
chaos and quantum mechanics.  Many brilliant scientists
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1The SSC’s mission to find the Higgs boson is a valid quest,
especially under brilliant Nobelists such as experimentalist Leon
Lederman and theorist Murray Gell-Mann…but not under the
dishonesties and inefficiencies of tax-funded science.
2“Infinite” is a useful mind-created concept that cannot exist in reality.
Except for existence itself, which is eternal and has no finites or
boundaries, “infinity” violates the law of identity.  In accordance with
reality, at any point one stops in traveling toward infinity, the entity
is defined and finite, never infinite.  For example, one’s mind knows
that a curve can asymptotically approach a straight line forever.  Yet,
at any point on that curve, all becomes finite and definable about
that curve and the straight line.

Now, consider how the notion of a single point can always be
approached closer and closer, but can never be reached.  For, like
the notion of infinity, singularity does not and cannot exist beyond
a mind-created notion.  As an analogy, think again how a curve can
asymptotically approach but never reach that straight line and become
a straight line.  Nothing in reality can justify a notion that such an
ever approaching curve would suddenly contradict its nature — its
never-ending course — by arbitrarily and inexplicably jumping over
a quantum space to join, straighten out, and become a part of that
never reachable straight line.

The laws of identity and noncontradiction always hold in reality.
Those laws are eternally fundamental and axiomatic throughout
existence.  Moreover, existence is not in space or time.  Rather, time
and space are in existence.  The universe is eternal, not infinite.

are pursuing never ending illusions that demand ever more
tax money, such as the twelve-billion-dollar, super collider
(SSC)1 in Texas.  Such pursuits can generate ever more
intriguing but eventually meaningless science and
mathematics.

Singularity is rationalized to occur in an infinite2 black
hole collapsed to an undefinable, single-point entity filled
with mathematical stratagems involving infinities.  From
such a single-point entity or Singularity, certain physicists
assert that our universe and all existence was born.  In
turn, certain religionists enthusiastically point to
Singularity as scientific proof of “God”.  For, the creation
of our universe from Singularity would require a “God”
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mystically preexisting in nothingness and creating a
universe out of nonreality. ...What an unnecessary,
impotent notion.

Why resort to mysticisms, nonrealities, and nothingness
to explain the creation of our universe?  Why be stuck
within such unreal and harmful limitations?  Consider the
seemingly infinite number of ordinary conscious beings
wielding Zonpower throughout the rational civilizations
existing among the universes.  Most of those conscious
beings have the power to create far beyond any imagined
creations of a mystical “God”.  And, unlike the miracles
of a made-up “God”, conscious-being creations are real
— accomplished naturally, within the laws of physics.

Each such conscious being, for example, has the power
to create an endless number of universes from an endless
number of universe-containing black holes existing at
every spacetime point throughout eternity.  Even so, most
of those conscious beings have technologically and
economically advanced so far that they have long ago in
their forgotten histories abandoned the creation of
universes as an inefficient, primitive activity.

Vanish All “Gods”
With Zonpower, one captures powers far beyond any

imagined powers of a “God” conjured up in Earth’s
anticivilization.  Every such “God” is created to demand
sacrifice — sacrifice of the productive class to the parasite
class.  But, with Zonpower, one escapes the “God” trap
by entering the Civilization of the Universe.

Blasphemy?  No.  For, rational Zonpower, not
imagined Godpower, is real and good.  Zonpower, not
wishful thinking, delivers open-ended prosperity and
happiness to conscious beings throughout the universe.

Your Journey to Zonpower
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1This metaphorical journey is contextually and descriptively fairly
accurate.  But out of necessity for nontechnical communication, some
descriptions are not precisely accurate.  Other descriptions await
further advances in physics.

Individual consciousness throughout the universes is the
eternal, grand-unifying force of existence.

On planet Earth today, Albert Einstein represents the
furthest advance in theoretical science and physics based
entirely on a foundation of rationality and reality.  Einstein
avoided any arbitrary, quantum-mechanical retreats into
fashionable nonrealities or Eastern mysticisms.  With the
recent discovery of Zonpower, Einstein arises anew.  For
science, physics, quantum mechanics, mathematics, and
business can now advance in unison on Einstein’s founda-
tion of rationality and reality toward the promised land.

A Journey into the Black Hole
To discover Zonpower, you must first take a journey

to the realm of weirder-than-weird.1  This journey proceeds
from Einstein’s dual relativity viewpoints — first from the
observer’s viewpoint and then from the traveler’s
viewpoint:

THE OBSERVER
Through a special relativity telescope/microscope, you

are observing a spaceship hurling toward a universe-
containing black hole of such great mass that all matter
will collapse seemingly forever.2  You see the spaceship

2Every black hole originates from less than infinite mass and energy.
All black holes, therefore, will stop collapsing at some equilibrium
point determined by its finite mass/energy:  For example, stopping
at the Chandrasekhar limit then at the Schwarzschild radius.  That
equilibrium point of finite size consists of various entities and energies
that cannot by definition be a pure point of singularity.  Instead, by
nature, those entities and energies are simply new, valid, and real
sets of physics definable by that particular condition for those entities,
masses, energies, and finally gravity at a particular density or
geometry.
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cross the event horizon to be inescapably captured by the
enormous, always increasing gravitational pull of that
black hole.  That overwhelming gravity continually
accelerates the spaceship’s plunge toward the center point
with ever increasing speeds — speeds always approaching
but never reaching the speed of light: 186,281 miles per
second.

Observable only through your relativity telescope/
microscope, the collapsing, mega-mass black hole itself
is now submicroscopic.  And that black hole continues to
collapse at ever increasing speeds.  With fuzzy thinking,
you rationalize that the infinitesimally tiny black hole still
collapsing ever faster, approaching the speed of light,
should in the next instant crunch into one entity at a
single-point center.  Your fuzzy thinking continues:  All
entities and forces would then become Singularity — a
unified, single-point entity or force describable only in
terms of unreal infinities.

Yet, no such thing happens as you continue observing
through your relativity telescope/microscope:  The
spaceship and all surrounding existence keeps hurling
toward the center at ever increasing speeds with ever
decreasing distances, but without ever reaching the center.
How can that be?

By continuing to observe the spaceship, you discover
the answer through the laws of physics and Einstein’s
Special/General Relativity:  As any object approaches the
speed of light, its mass density increases toward infinity
and its size shrinks toward zero length from the observer’s
viewpoint.  Accelerating toward the speed of light, that
spaceship appears to you, the outside observer, to move
forward essentially as fast as that same spaceship is
shrinking backward.  Also, time aboard the spaceship

Your Journey to Zonpower
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appears to slow toward zero.  Thus, as with all the other
entities of that black hole, the shrinking spaceship keeps
approaching the black-hole center at ever higher velocities,
but with ever slowing time, never reaching that center.

At some approaching equilibrium, the collapse will stop
accelerating as determined by the laws of physics and the
finite mass/energy/gravity geometry of the black-hole
center.  At that moment, the spaceship and all other
surrounding entities of existence captured by the black hole
will stop shrinking.  All existence will then lock together
in a black hole of finite size and specific nature — a
nature or physics characteristic to its particular gravity or
geometry.  Moreover, that or any physics will always be
in accord with reality.  Thus, such a finite geometry of
locked entities can, by definition and nature, never be a
single point of mass or energy...or of Singularity.  Instead,
all that existence will be an energy/entity unit of gravity
or geometry...not a single-point.

Without the mind-blocking, dead-end concept called
Singularity, a new question and viewpoint arise:  What or
who could break a black-hole equilibrium of locked-
together symmetries, entities, and energies?  The answer,
as described in later chapters, is that conscious people
can break universe-containing black-hole symmetries to
create universes and encoded cosmos systems observable
today.

THE TRAVELER
Now, let us experience the same journey as a traveler

on that spaceship in quest of Singularity.  First, you would
have to somehow acquire such a spaceship from some
advanced civilization.  For, if you were capable of building
that spaceship, you would also have the knowledge to
realize Singularity is a contradiction of reality and cannot
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exist.  Thus, any such quest would be a fool’s journey,
forever wasting your life.  Indeed, when that universe-
containing black-hole equilibrium were finally reached, you
would be locked together with all entities and energies,
entombed apparently forever in that black hole.

Nevertheless, in that spaceship, you are now
accelerating toward a seemingly infinite-mass black hole
that will collapse almost forever toward its center.
Crossing the event horizon, you see the center of the black
hole.  You fear an imminent crash into that center.  But,
soon, you realize something entirely different is happening.
On looking outside the spaceship, time seems to pass so
slowly and then ever slower.  To travel the most minute
distance seems to take forever.  Every tiny incremental
approach toward that black-hole center seems to take ever
longer as time passes ever slower.

Soon you seem to be standing still with the black-hole
center never again appearing to get closer.  Yet, the
spaceship’s instruments show you are traveling at almost
the speed of light and continually accelerating toward that
center.  You realize that you are experiencing not only
Einstein’s relativity in time and space, you are also
experiencing relativity in gravity:  Now, even the increases
in gravity seem to have stopped.  In fact, not even the
quantized effects of gravity can escape that universe-mass
black hole. ...You seem to be forever frozen in time, space,
and gravity.

Finally, you the space traveler realize the ultimate
fool’s journey of boredom in which you have embarked
and are forever trapped.  You lose all that conscious life
and valid knowledge have to offer.  Your fool’s journey
offers only an endlessly changing physics, energy, and
particles that at first seem rapid, interesting, important, and
leading to new knowledge for answering questions.  But
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now, your almost infinitely slow journey is leading to
nothing new — nothing that can build new knowledge or
answer questions in reality.  You can only observe
endlessly slower changing forms1 of mass/energy that are
forever predictable as a function of existence and its
gravitational fields, geometries, and dimensions.

Yet, the moment you awaken from your unreal physics-
fiction dream is the moment you recognize what an
endless, inescapable fool’s journey you have traveled and
are now stuck.  Then, the door to escape opens.  Realizing
existence is never born or created, it simply exists
eternally, your mind is finally free.  Your entire thinking
and viewpoint change.  You realize existence, not
consciousness, is primary.2  You can now gain valid, new
knowledge — Zonpower knowledge — that will show you
how to escape that meaningless pursuit of a nonexistent
grail: the birthplace of existence.  You realize existence
has no birthplace.  You realize conscious beings have
always controlled eternal existence through Zonpower.

Indeed, Zonpower brings you into the all-powerful
Civilization of the Universe.  With Zonpower, you control
existence and, thus, can break out of any black hole.3

1Changing from a black hole to a naked black hole from which
nothing, not even gravity, can escape…and finally changing into the
geometry of a Gravity Unit.
2Aristotle is the father of the philosophically correct primacy-of-
existence concept — a concept fully validated by Rand and Peikoff
in the late 20th century.  Plato is the father of the philosophically
false primacy-of-consciousness concept — a concept disastrously
advanced by Augustine, Hobbes, Descartes, Hume, Kant, and Hegel.
…Totalitarian-trending governments and their destructive politicians,
armed bureaucrats, and parasitical elites require a dishonest, primary-
of-consciousness philosophy to advance.  Zonpower in cyberspace
vanishes Plato’s philosophy, irrational acts, and government evils.
3With conscious beings, rotating black holes can actually become
shortcuts through space and time.
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Chapter 3

Seven Waves
to the

Civilization of the Universe
WAVE ONE

The Journey into a Black-Hole Civilization
* A spaceship travels into a universe-containing black

hole:  That spaceship can never reach Singularity, all in
accord with the laws of nature as expressed by
(1) Einstein’s general relativity, by (2) full-context
quantum/particle physics, or by (3) multidimensional
superstring or duality string theories.

* Singularity and the big-bang creation of existence
is a mystical notion requiring an imagined “God”.  Thus,
the astute Vatican and its Pope, as early as the 1950s,
seized out-of-context quantum physics as the long sought-
after-link of science to religion “proving” the existence
of their mystical “God”.

* The fundamental fact of existence is existence exists.
That means existence is eternal without prior causes.
Existence includes the full evolvement of each new
universe: from subatomic gravity units, quarks, electrons
to the elements and compounds…from land, water, life,
conscious beings, buildings, computers to conscious-created
civilizations…and finally to conscious-controlled universes
— controlled from both above and below.  Thus, life and
consciousness — like geometry, matter, and energy —
have existed throughout eternity.  Indeed, conscious beings
like us, not an imagined “God”, have eternally controlled
nature and existence. …Consciousness within each human
being is the controlling force of existence.
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WAVE TWO
Discovering the Civilization of the Universe

* Consider the very few honest philosophers who have
lived on Earth: Parmenides, Aristotle, Thomas Aquinas
(“variance with reason is evil”), Baruch Spinoza, Adam
Smith (economist), John Locke, Ayn Rand, Leonard
Peikoff.  Consider their struggle against the irrationality
of an anticivilization.  They all sensed increasing
frustration at their inevitable failures because they too were
an integrated part of irrationality — of anticivilization.
They never knew how to leave or even knew that leaving
an anticivilization was possible.  They never considered
themselves being able to create and then enter the
Civilization of the Universe. …They too were locked in
a fool’s journey within Earth’s black-hole anticivilization.

* Not until mystical, wishful-thinking notions, such as
a Quantum/God Singularity, are cut away and discarded
can physicists, mathematicians, and astronomers once again
move forward in generating major new knowledge.  As
new-age mysticisms multiply, all fields of knowledge
shrink toward darkness.  But, as Neo-Tech starts vanishing
such mysticisms, those declines in physics, mathematics,
astronomy, medicine, law, education, and philosophy will
reverse.  The resulting forward movement will bring a
golden age of knowledge.  From that new knowledge and
prosperity, we shall learn to live forever with ever
increasing wealth and happiness.  We shall be in the
Civilization of the Universe.

WAVE THREE
Zon Easily Outdoing “God’s” Supreme Feat

* A century ago, no religious huckster could even
imagine their mystical “God” could create a nuclear-power
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(footnote continued on next page)

reactor or a computer.  Yet, conscious beings easily do
that today.

* Who would be the winner in any Zon-versus-“God”
contest?  All conscious beings have the capacity within
the laws of nature and physics to outdo the greatest
imaginable feat of that mystical “God” — the creation of
our universe.  Indeed, the creation of universes by
conscious-controlled, Guth-type inflations of Gravity Units
is elementary child’s play long-ago left behind by the more
advanced Zons.

* Unchain Jesus1:  He was a hero of Zon, not “God”.
* Cut away and vanish the nothingness trap of

mysticism, such as Quantum/God Singularity.  Then what
happens?  An entirely different view, thinking,
experiments, and physics unfold:

1Not the unreal, dead Jesus of establishment Christianity.  Not the
chained, captive Jesus manipulated by parasitical “authorities” and
vested interests since 400 AD.  But, the real, ever-living Israelite Jesus
— the free spirit of eternal prosperity and happiness.

The parasitical-elite class with its subjective laws and ego
“justice” attacked, jailed, and finally killed Jesus.  Why?  For his
trying to bring the prosperous Civilization of the Universe described
in Movement III to the harmful anticivilization described in Movement
II. …The professional value destroyers of the Roman Empire
convicted and crucified Jesus solely to protect their ego agendas and
harmful livelihoods.

Brief, erratic contacts with the Civilization of the Universe
described in Movement III were perhaps experienced by Moses,
Confucius, Socrates, Jesus, Bruno, Galileo, Spinoza, Newton, Brigham

The never ending black-hole
nothingness trap of

irrationality and
mysticism.

Cut away that trap and
fly into conscious

control of existence.

Cut away from the

big-bang trap.
END MYSTICAL THINKING

Cut away and trash the nothingness notions of
singularity and big-bang creations of existence.
Then will arise the eternal controlling force of
existence — human consciousness.

black
hole

white
hole
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* A century ago, any thought of human beings
cracking the atom to convert mass into energy was
inconceivable.  Today, nuclear energy is routine.
Likewise, today, any thought of human beings cracking
super-dense black holes or Gravity Units (GUs) into new
galaxies and universes is inconceivable.  Yet, once free
of mystical notions such as Singularity and the big-bang
creation of spacetime, the cracking of black-hole
symmetries will become understood.  Then, universe-
making energy can be harnessed by conscious beings
breaking the symmetry of universe-containing Gravity
Units — all consistent with the laws of physics. …That
process, in turn, will spin out the unlimited riches
available from the conscious-controlled unleashing of
matter and energy from those Gravity Units.

WAVE FOUR
Surpassing Einstein

* A universe-containing Gravity Unit (UGU1) is
equivalent to all the mass and energy of a universe spun
into a submicroscopic geometry of wound-up gravity or
antimotion order at zero entropy — the pure, quantized
geometry of gravity in which time and space do not exist.
Advanced conscious beings create countless universes
from such hidden quantized Gravity Units.  How?  By

Young, Einstein.  But, today, a consistent, nonstop journey from Earth
to the Civilization of the Universe has begun.  It began in 1976 with
the publication of the Neo-Tech Reference Encyclopedia.

The future belongs to fully integrated honesty — to reason,
rationality, Neo-Tech, and the Civilization of the Universe.
1Universe containing Gravity Units (UGUs) are existence, thus, have
existed eternally.  By contrast, universe-containing black holes
(Chapter 2) form whenever an entire universe collapses into a black
hole.

(footnote continued from previous page)
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Eq  broken

breaking symmetries to unwind the endless UGUs into
universes of matter and energy…or perhaps into just
gravity pulses for communication.  Why do conscious
beings create universes?  To utilize nature’s ultimate
energy and communication source in advancing their well
beings. ...That conversion of UGUs into endless riches and
universes by conscious beings is expressed by the equation:

UGU energy/c2<  >UGU mass > symmetry >Energy+Mass+Time
* The UGU state is near pure gravity in an existence

field.  UGUs are at once all energy and all mass.  The
quantized Gravity Unit is the basic unit of existence —
the immutable source of all life and riches.  Thus, all
expanding values and riches rise from that single unit (not
a single point) — the quantized GU.  Additionally, GUs
are the energy and communication means among the
controlling force of existence — goal-directed conscious
life.

* How does one prove conscious life is the only
nongeometrically structured force of nature — the fifth and
controlling force of the universe?  By discovering
anomalies in the universe that are unmistakably obvious
as conscious creations — creations that could never be
produced or configured by the other four universal forces
— the geometrically structured forces of gravity,
electromagnetism, weak nuclear forces, and strong nuclear
forces. ...Consider one observing a planet in a distant solar
system.  Did conscious life ever exist there?  What if that
observer spotted a land-rover vehicle on that planet?  That
land-rover vehicle would be unmistakable proof of
conscious existence.  For, no geometric force of nature
could produce or configure a land-rover vehicle.  Now,
extrapolate that example to anomaly configurations in the
universe.  Are those anomalies a part of a nongeometric,
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consciously encoded cosmos system?  Such anomalies will
be resolved only by plugging in the purposeful, unifying
force of conscious life into theoretical and mathematical
models of our entire universe down to subatomic
phenomena. …Is existence itself encoded by conscious
control?

* At every level, from distant quasars to subatomic
quarks, from astronomy to quantum physics, certain
anomalies will be resolved as purposeful, life-enhancing
conscious actions.  Within that resolution exists the proof
that nongeometrically structured conscious life is the fifth
and controlling force/dimension of existence.

* The conscious harnessing of Super-Inflation Gravity
Units (SIGUs) allows near instant, gravity-pulse
communication not only across our entire universe but
possibly between universes — all without violating
physical laws, including the speed of light.  How?  By
rolling multidimensional geometries into lased gravity
pulses transmitted via Guth-type inflations of Gravity Units.1

WAVE FIVE
From Impossible to Succeed to Impossible to Fail
* Civilizations and anticivilizations are conscious-

1No single entity or particle can travel faster than the speed of light.
But, quantum fluxes can provide “instantaneous” or “superluminal”
travel of a particle such as the Bohr-orbit quantum jump of an
electron.  What happens is a quantum flux produces a physics-
permitted, positron-and-electron pair in a vacuum in a different energy
level or orbit.  The space/energy difference between the two energy
levels is the electron-produced wavelength.  The positron then
annihilates the lower orbit electron leaving the new electron in a
different orbit, giving the appearance of an instantaneous jump
between orbits when in reality two separate electrons are involved.

Similar rationally explicable phenomena occur with faster-than-
light, “big-bang” expansions or quantum fluxes of Gravity Units into
universes. …No mysticism or conscious-created reality exists in
physics or reality, from cosmological relativity to quantum mechanics.
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created, just as are land-rover vehicles, airplanes, and
television sets.  None exist in nature alone.  None are created
by the other forces of nature without conscious beings.

* The Civilization of the Universe is created by
conscious beings objectively integrating reality.  But an
anticivilization is conjured up by humanoids subjectively
disintegrating reality.

* In an anticivilization, endless volumes of philosophy
arise in order to rationalize or counter the endless
contradictions of reality and rationality.  The Civilization
of the Universe is civilization.  For, civilization is the
integration of reason and objective reality.  In such a
civilization, philosophy simplifies to a few words and then
disappears as self-evident.

* Civilization vanishes any anticivilization on contact
— somewhat analogous to matter vanishing antimatter on
contact.  Both anticivilization and antimatter are anti
by nature.  Therefore, their natures can never be changed.
But, they can be annihilated, vanished, or puffed away by
actual matter and the actual Civilization of the Universe.

* Throughout the universe, the position of anyone or
any civilization on the scale of knowledge makes no
difference.  Only the process of advancing unimpeded on
that never ending scale of knowledge delivers prosperity
and happiness to conscious beings.

* The Civilization of the Universe delivers far beyond
any mystic’s dream of a no-effort paradise.  With
Zonpower, one can solve life’s problems to live eternally
in ever expanding knowledge, prosperity, and happiness.
For, the Civilization of the Universe is based on rational
efforts integrated with reality — on disciplined thoughts,
goal-directed actions, and iron-grip controls — not on lazy
rationalizations, wishful thinkings, or sloppy mysticisms.

Seven Waves
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* In any civilization, the only legitimate or beneficial
function of government is to protect individual property
rights.  The only legitimate use of force is self-defense
in protecting those rights.  By contrast, criminal-controlled
governments of anticivilizations depend on political-agenda
laws, ego “justice”, initiatory force, threats, coercion, fake
compassion, and fraud to survive.  They survive by
draining value producers and violating property rights.

* How can one escape parasitical elites while trapped
in their anticivilization?  The trap is the attempt to reform
their anticivilization, which cannot be done.  The key is
Zonpower.  With Zonpower, one can cut away and vanish
the anticivilization.  Consider the following: (1) Zonpower
is the tool for building unlimited prosperity available to
every conscious being, (2) Zonpower is Neo-Tech applied
from the Civilization of the Universe, (3) Zon is anyone
who is applying Neo-Tech from the Civilization of the
Universe.

* In an anticivilization, long-range successes are
impossible.  In the Civilization of the Universe, long-range
failures are impossible.

WAVE SIX
The Source of Eternal Wealth

* Technically, gravitational “forces” do not exist.  As
Einstein discovered in surpassing Newton, gravity is the
relative interaction among the geometries of mass, energy,
space, and time.1  Similarly, universal consciousness as
promoted by certain physicists, Eastern religions, and
pantheism does not exist.  Rather, universal consciousness

1Somewhat analogous to two-dimensional flatlanders feeling the tugs
of geometric variances as “gravitational forces” when they traverse,
for example, a crumpled sheet of paper.
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as the eternal interaction between individual conscious
beings and existence is what dominates nature.

* As Einsteinian relativity overtook Newtonian gravity,
astronomers and physicists went about empirically proving
relativity.  Likewise, as the Civilization of the Universe
overtakes today’s anticivilization, astronomers and
physicists will go about empirically proving Zonpower: the
control of the universe by conscious beings. …Einstein’s
discredited cosmological constant will rise anew from
Gravity Units containing the hidden Zon constant that
brings eternal wealth and happiness to the universe.

WAVE SEVEN
The Product from Zon — Let There be Light!

* Civilizations are created by conscious beings
applying the eternal principles of nature to life.  Thus,
civilizations can be created by billions of conscious beings
or by a single conscious being.  Moreover, as a conscious
creation, civilizations can be created and expressed in
writing — in a document.  Once a Civilization of the
Universe is created here on Earth, anyone can experience
that civilization.  And, once one experiences that
civilization, he or she captures the power of Zon.

The ancients saw power in the gods among the stars.
The golden-age Greeks brought power to man on Earth.
Today, Zonpower brings the Civilization of the Universe
to Earth. …Zonpower gives conscious people power over
existence.

* On capturing that wealth and power among the
Civilization of the Universe, one can never again look
back or waste a thought on the boring irrationality of
today’s anticivilization — today’s insane civilization ruled
by dishonest parasites who can only drain others and harm
society.
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* Thus, the first-and-final product from Zon is the
Civilization of the Universe.  As explained in Movement
III, once one receives that ultimate product, he or she
becomes a citizen of the universe.  With the resulting
Zonpower, that person puffs away the anticivilization to
gain eternal wealth, romantic love, and exciting happiness.

Science, Physics, and Mathematics
merge into

Conscious-Controlled Cyberspace
Francis Bacon (1562-1626) the father of the

Scientific Method developed inductive reasoning and
formulated perhaps the most important maxim of
Western thought: “Nature, to be commanded, must be
obeyed.”  To be commanded, nature must first be
understood.  Thus, “knowledge is power”. …That
power resides in conscious-controlled cyberspace.

Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) the father of modern
science identified and demonstrated that mathematics
was required for the development of physics — its
theories and laws.  Mathematics as the key to under-
standing nature was also demonstrated by Johannas
Kepler (1571-1630) in his discoveries of algebraic
geometries that codified the elliptical orbits and area
sweeps of planetary motions.

The Zon Institute is seeking to develop the
mathematical descriptions and field formulations of
conscious-controlled physics.  All universal constants
and the laws of physics are formulated through the
conscious unfurling of Gravity Units.  Publishable
contributions providing such mathematical descriptions
may be submitted to John Flint, The Zon Association,
P. O. Box 60752, Boulder City, NV 89006.
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1Fields and forces are the result of noneuclidean geometries and
symmetries in space.  Thus, there are no unaccounted, spooky “actions
at a distance”. …Superstring theory, which would involve the
geometries and mathematics of Gravity Units, consist of sixteen
dimensions, or, in actuality, ten dimensions because six dimensions
are redundant.  Those ten dimensions can, in turn, split into a rolled-
up six dimensions in which time, space, motion, and entropy do not
exist — and the unrolled four dimensions of our current observable
universe in which time, space, motion, and entropy do exist.

Chapter 4

Zon’s Force Field
Note to General Readers

Understanding the scientific technicalities of the
previous chapters and the next four chapters with their
footnotes is not necessary for understanding and fully
using Zonpower.  Read those chapters for what you
can easily understand.  Do not worry about the rest.

By understanding what existence really is, you gain
control over impediments blocking your life.  Without
those impediments, you can foretell the future to gain
limitless riches.

Indeed, you can get incredibly rich by controlling the
force fields of existence.  But first you must know what
existence really is through Neo-Tech physics.  Existence
is axiomatic and eternal.  For, existence simply exists with
no prior causes.  Existence is a natural, open-ended plasma
of force fields1 eternally evolving with no beginning or
end.  Neo-Tech physics demonstrates how human-like
consciousness is not only an integral part of existence, but
is the eternal controller of its geometries, fields, and
particles. …Yet, what is the actual nature of existence?

Most existence throughout the universe exists as an
open-ended electroplasma, always evolving through its
interacting matter (M) and energy (E) fields or modes.
Those two fields of existence eternally interchange in a
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relationship expressed by Einstein as M=E/c2 (from
E=mc2), with c being the universal constant representing
the velocity of light.

Existence cannot not exist.  Moreover, no vacuum void
of existence is possible.  “Vacuums” of the matter field
can exist as in outer space, in vacuumed-pumped
containers, and in areas between electrons.  But, all those
volumes are filled with the unmovable, frictionless ether
or existence field — a uniform, continuous field of
existence.1

Throughout eternity, a massless field uniformly
occupies every spacetime point of existence.  This field
of existence behaves as an ether matrix with stationary
wave, vibration, or string properties.  Within this field
matrix, both energy and matter geometries interact to form
physical existence, always behaving in dynamic combina-
tions of one mode interacting with the other.  Certain
motions of the matter field, for example, interact at the

1An all-pervasive existence field of mass and energy modes is
somewhat analogous to a combination of (1) Dirac’s ocean in which
exists an endless field of “electrons” or energy fluctuations at all
points throughout space and (2) Faraday’s nonmatter, stationary lines
or fields of force. …All known energy modes can pressure wave
through the energy/matter ratios of outer space.  Most modes are
absorbed or changed at the energy/matter ratios either in Earth’s
gaseous atmosphere or in the liquids and solids of Earth itself.  By
contrast, almost all neutrino wave pressures can pass through the
electron/nuclear fields of thick solid masses, even through the entire
planet Earth without mode change.

This resurrection of an ether, not as a matter or energy field,
but as a fixed existence field, reconciles Newton’s classical laws and
Einstein’s relativity with quantum mechanics.  Such a reconciliation
arises from a universal Zon constant, k, which, in turn, arises from
conscious control of the existence-field ether manifested at every
spacetime point of existence.  The resulting causal control of existence
by eternal conscious beings is (1) universal, (2) fixed, (3) unmovable,
and (4) independent of any frame of reference or method of
observation.
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quantum level with the energy field.  That interaction
produces irreducible packets of quantized energies or
geometric structures.  Those irreducible quanta, such as
photons, send relief-seeking signals or perturbations into
the continuous existence field radiating throughout eternity.

Conscious Control of Existence Fields
During its creation, each new energy quantum slips

smoothly and continuously from its matter field into the
fixed existence field.  Like water flowing from a dripping
faucet, each quantum is pinched off into a minimum-
energy wave packet.  Simultaneously, from the continuous
energy flow, a new quantum starts forming.  Thus,
continuous, smooth-flowing energy forms discrete photons.
In turn, those photons or pinched-off wave packets of
minimum energy matter create field disturbances or
nonequilibrium pressures1 signalling themselves in all
directions throughout the existence field.  Such signals
generally travel near or at the speed of light.

Eventually, each point line of disturbance or pressure
signal is relieved by a receptor that absorbs such signals.
In turn, that disturbance absorption converts back into
pinched-off packets of minimum matter energy —
chemical, potential, or kinetic.  In other words, a receptor
relieves signal pressures by locally absorbing quanta
equivalent to the quanta from the originating source.  Each
absorbed quantum is then converted back into the

1Not a pushing pressure, but a nonequilibrium pressure or disturbance
signal seeking equilibrium.  What is detected only represents what
is transmitted. …A pressure intruding into the existence field causes
that field to curve around the intrusion which, in turn, traces the
curved paths of gravity.  The interactive relationships between mass,
energy, fields, curved space, and gravity require an ether of existence
fixed throughout spacetime.
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equivalent of its original mode.  Such exchanges of modes
can be detected as a wave/particle in the energy field or
a particle/wave in the matter field or a combination,
depending on how and where that mode exchange is
emitted, absorbed, and measured.1

Those field or mode exchanges occur, for example,
when stars pour nature-controlled, gravity-fusion energy
into its surrounding electrons.  Those energized electrons,
in turn, pour photons into the existence field.  Those
photons cause disturbances that simulate waves ranging
from radio waves to gamma waves.  Those simulated
waves radiate toward receptors located at the end of all
point lines throughout existence — such as a lens of a
telescope in another galaxy.  That receptor conserves
existence by withdrawing or absorbing equivalent amounts
of pressure-alleviating photons to neutralize the
disturbances from the originating source.

Similarly, a hydro, fossil-fuel, or fusion power plant
on Earth pours human-controlled, power-plant energy into,
for example, a television transmitter.  That energized
transmitter, in turn, pours its human-controlled photons into

1In measurements, the distinction between metaphysical and
epistemological certainties must be discerned, especially in quantum
mechanics:  No metaphysical uncertainties exist in physical nature.
Only epistemological uncertainties exist.*  Probability statistics are
used in the absence of concrete knowledge.  The de Broglie/Bohm’s
pilot-wave theories help eliminate the mystical misinterpretations of
quantum mechanics arising from the 1926 Copenhagen Interpretation.
…Pilot waves are the fingerprint disturbances guiding moving
particles.

*Consider the following epistemological uncertainty:  The ratio
of a circle’s circumference to its diameter is π or 3.14159..., a number
that continues indefinitely without ever repeating.  Thus, the use of
π in calculations, such as the area of a circle A=πr2, can never yield
an exact or certain answer.  For the answer always depends on how
many decimals one extends π in calculating that area.  Yet, an exact
area exists, it just cannot be calculated by using π or any method
of diminishing triangulation.
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the existence-field ether.  Such an action creates radiating
lines of disturbances that are equilibrated by absorption
of photons into the matter field of, for example, a
television receiver.  The same energy/matter mode
equilibrations can be traced from that television set to the
retina of a human eye, then to a conscious brain, and
finally to volitional physical actions that both alter and
control the course of nature.

Discrete quanta or particles move at high velocities
approaching the speed of light mainly in (1) expansions
or contractions of the universe, in (2) certain nuclear
reactions or radioactive decays causing symmetry
breakings or hidings, and in (3) conscious-controlled
actions such as particle accelerations.  By contrast, the
ordinary transmission of light, electromagnetism, or
quantum energy across space is not a result of any
significant particle movement.  But rather such linear or
curved transmissions are simply vibrating, resonating, or
wave-like disturbances in spacetime geometries propagating
near or at the speed of light through the existence field.
Thus, discrete energy quantum and matter quantum do not
themselves travel across space.  Instead, each creates a
disturbance pressure that radiates wave like along the
stationary point lines of existence.  That wave-like
disturbance is eventually relieved, equilibrated, or absorbed
by receptors at the end of each point line of existence.

Consider the above description of locally creating and
relieving energy pressures by emitters and receptors in the
stationary existence-field ether.  Now, consider the popular
notion that almost every particle ever created or released
physically races across space — often across millions or
billions of light years in space.  That notion seems to
violate some sort of “least-action” principle.  Such an
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action-inefficient notion of endlessly traveling quanta
seems as quaint as the notion of a geocentric universe in
which all inertial matter, planets, and stars daily race
around planet Earth.

Indeed, both matter and energy interact locally, not
across space.  Light, for example, does not literally
propagate across time and space.  But, rather, light locally
manifests a disturbance that spreads wave like throughout
the existence-field ether until absorbed or equilibrated by
a receptor.1

Conscious Control of Existence
The above example of an energy-releasing star can be

“deterministically” calculated from the “immutable” cause-
and-effect of existence without conscious influences.  But,
the above example of an energy-releasing television
transmitter is the volitional dynamics of existence being
integrated, controlled, and forever altered by freewill
human consciousness.  Thus, as revealed by Neo-Tech
physics, all existence is ultimately controlled and evolved
through volitional human consciousness.

Unknown to the busily self-serving Establishment, the

1Then what really is the “speed of light”, c?  First, consider atomic
fission or fusion in which a given mass is converted to energy as
mc2=E.  Now, by contrast, the “speed of light”, c, is the velocity at
which a given energy is converted to mass as E/c2=m.  Yet, light
itself is the opposite — it has no rest mass.  So where is the
connection of light to the velocity, c?  There is none.  The “speed
of light”, c, is not the speed of light at all, but rather c is the velocity
relationships of field disturbances, which all have a speed limit of
186,281 miles per second in a particular vacuum state.

Incidentally, traveling near or at the velocity of light, energy
fields bend in gravitational fields.  The quasi mass generated by high-
velocity, photonically disturbed existence fields is what bends in
gravitational fields.
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nature of existence and its dynamics of matter and energy
are today being increasingly understood and methodically
verified.  That verification process will lead to the
corollary verification that human consciousness is the
eternal integrator and controller of existence. …Human
consciousness ultimately controls the relationships and
geometries of the other existence modes — matter and
energy along with space and time.  The human-
consciousness mode is the purposeful, unmoved mover of
existence.

Zonpower Commands the Future
The scientific verification that any individual conscious

being can control existence will vanish Earth’s irrational
anticivilization.  As Earth’s anticivilization vanishes, the
rational Civilization of the Universe will embrace our
world. …With Zonpower, one can foretell and command
the future by controlling the existence field that reaches
into the future — into the Civilization of the Universe.

The age of Zon means controlling the universal
information field not through Earthbound computers, but
through Zonpower: the foretelling knowledge of Neo-Tech
physics — the certainty used to gain limitless excitement,
power, and riches…eternally.

Zon’s Force Field
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Chapter 5

The Physics Behind
Zonpower

Zonpower is a communiqué from the Civilization of
the Universe.  When you carefully read the entire
communiqué, an epiphany will occur.  You will, for the
first time in your life, know how to control all that affects
you.  Nothing negative or harmful in the anticivilization
will control you again.  You will gain majestic control
over your mind, body, and all events involving your
prosperity, happiness, and well-being. …You will gain
Zonpower from which you will capture the power and
riches available from the Civilization of the Universe.

Every owner of Zonpower must carefully read this
communiqué in its entirety at least once, perhaps twice
or more, in order to reach into an ecstatic future…into
the Civilization of the Universe to gain its power and
riches.  At the same time, you will toss the yoke of
today’s stagnant anticivilization.  Indeed, Zonpower
delivers a stunning new power to benefit from every event
that touches your life.

Scientific Proofs

The final proof of the Civilization of the Universe lies
in the foretelling powers of Zonpower that yield limitless
riches, even to those trapped in this anticivilization.  But
to vanish this anticivilization by having everyone on Earth
move into the Civilization of the Universe requires
scientific proofs embedded in mathematics.  Those proofs
are today evolving.  One such proof will evolve from
answering the fundamental question:  What is existence?
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The answer will arise by first answering another
question:  What is the relationship of consciousness to
mass and energy?  That answer requires understanding the
relationship of inertial or gravitational mass to a massless
universal ether — a fixed matrix of existence.  Then, one
can discover the relationships among mass, energy, and
consciousness itself. …How are (1) mass as “weight” and
(2) energy as “weightlessness” related to (3) conscious-
controlled existence?  Why do each of those three
existence modes require a universal existence field?
…Below is the simplest approach to answering those
questions:

If Mass is Not Intrinsic, What is Weight?
Aristotle postulated things had weight because they had

tendencies to be heavy or light.  But that postulate does
nothing to really explain weight.  Newton explained
weight through the force of gravity.  On careful thought,
however, gravitational force does nothing more to explain
weight than Aristotle’s tendencies.  Additionally, Einstein’s
general relativity demonstrates that gravity does not exist
as a force.  But rather mass curves space by displacing
the space surrounding that mass.  Thus, gravity is simply
mass moving along spacetime curves — along natural
paths of least action.

The greater the mass, the more it bends or curves
space toward itself by displacement.  Therefore, the more
a unit of mass curves space toward itself the greater will
be its inertia in falling toward another unit of mass with
space likewise curved toward its own mass. …Mass falling
through space curved toward another mass gives the effect
of gravitational attraction or negative energy striving
toward nonmotion.

Now, through Einstein’s relativity, one can approach
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an explanation of what weight really is.  But, on still
closer examination, even Einstein fails to provide a
complete answer.  What is missing?  The existence field
is missing — the ether that Einstein dismissed. …Mass
is not intrinsic to matter.  Thus, an existence-field ether
is required to explain what weight really is.

Why does Einstein’s General Relativity fail to explain
weight without a fixed field of existence?  Take two
cannonballs of identical size, one made of solid iron, the
other of solid aluminum.  Both fall and accelerate in a
gravitational field at the same rate.  Why does the iron
ball weigh about twice that of the aluminum ball of the
same size?  Einstein’s general relativity explains that space
curves toward the center of mass in proportion to that
mass.  But, if a non-ether space surrounding the equal-
sized cannonballs is being “displaced” and curved, is that
curvature equal for equal-volume cannonballs?  Is the
weight for identical-sized iron and aluminum cannonballs
identical?  Of course not. …What is wrong?  Nothing.1

One must first strip away volume/particle/mass/energy
ideas such as the mass of a quark or the energy of a
photon.  For, gravity and weight can be understood only
in terms of interacting geometries within a fixed existence
field beneath all mass and energy quanta…beneath each
cannonball, quark, electron, photon.

The key concept is this:  In order to have weight or
gravity, one must have a fixed ether field of weightless
existence that is uniformly and equally present everywhere
from the spaces between galaxies and above, down to the
spaces between quarks and below, down to the final
symmetry of the ether-hidden Gravity Unit.
1Volume, of course, does not explain weight or General Relativity.
And, of course, Einstein’s General Relativity is correct.  Volume is
simply used as an analogy to dig beneath volume/mass/energy to find
the gravity geometries needed to explain the origins of weight. …See
pages 15-20 of the Closing Ceremonies for further understandings
of weight.
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1 Controlling Existence at All Scales:
Any given astral volume of matter and energy will maintain its

same weight before and after collapsing into a black hole.  For, any
collapsed volume will still contain the equivalent number of mass/
energy units for equivalent ether-field displacements.  Total spacetime
curvature and total gravity will, therefore, be equivalent for any mass/
volume in both its black-hole form and its fully expanded star, galaxy,
or universe form.  Now, by definition, light and other energy or mass
forms cannot escape a black hole.  Thus, a normal black hole cannot
be detected, except by its gravity or perhaps by Hawking radiation.
But nothing, not even gravity, can escape from universe-containing
black holes that further collapse into Gravity Units.  Why?  Because
mass and energy have collapsed into a symmetrical geometry of
gravity curved in on itself.  By collapsing to trillions of times smaller
than a regular, microscopic black hole, the Gravity Unit becomes a
quasi point that causes no ether displacement.  It becomes a part
of weightless ether.  Thus, the Gravity Unit is essentially weightless
with no current technology to detect its totally lost, inconceivably
tiny weight and volume. …This essentially weightless, undetectable
Gravity Unit represents the underlying geometry of all existence minus
consciousness.  Now, all geometries of existence are subject to
nongeometrical conscious control through Gravity Units.

Light cannot escape from black holes whose volumes are
proportional to their masses.  Neither light nor gravity can escape
from Gravity Units whose “volumes” are inversely proportional to
their potential masses.  Does space, time, or motion exist beneath
Gravity Units?  Is our universe a Gravity Unit relative to other
universes?

If that symmetry-hiding ether were not uniformly
present and fixed everywhere in existence, the universal
laws of nature, such as gravity, would be arbitrary and
fail. …That fixed existence-field ether is not only
necessary for existence, but is existence — conscious-
controlled geometries throughout spacetime.

One must recognize that a fixed, weightless field is
existence in which its modes of matter, energy, and con-
sciousness interact.  The mathematics and experiments will
then fall into place for understanding and controlling
existence.1 …Weight is simply what and where
weightlessness is not.

Football-Stadium Experiments
From the macroworld perspective, conduct the

following experiment:  In a bowl-like football stadium,
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bolt on the arm of every seat a simple, low-cost, push-
button, battery device.  On pushing the button, a precisely
tuned radio wave unique to each device is emitted.
Beneath the stadium is a radio-wave detector hooked up
to a computer.  Now, fill the stadium with 100,000 football
fans.  As part of the halftime ceremonies, provide a laser-
light display.  Ask the spectators to keep their fingers on
the signal button and immediately press it each time they
see a green laser flash.  Deliver 50 green flashes during
the laser display.1  The signal detector and computer will
detect and record every person’s signal, plotting each as
a point along either side of a dividing line continuously
calculated as the medium signal time.

If those signals plot reproducible, double sine waves
for each 3600 revolution of the stadium, watch out!  For,
conscious quanta as an integral part of a fixed existence-
field has been experimentally demonstrated.  From such
verifiable and repeatable experiments, the Civilization of
the Universe and its powers can become known and
increasingly accessible to everyone on planet Earth.

How would a double sine wave in this experiment (1)
identify the fixed ether of existence and (2) demonstrate
consciousness as an integral mode of that ether?  The
Earth is orbiting the sun at about 67,000 miles per
hour…or about 0.01% the speed of light.  Thus, if
consciousness or conscious control is an integral part of
the fixed ether, those oriented most directly in line with
the direction of that motion will, because of relativity
effects, record on average minutely slower but statistically
measurable response times reflected by points plotted
below the medium line.
1An at-rest comparison of the speed of light versus the 5,000,000
pieces of data requires several orders of magnitude more preciseness
to detect the sought effect.  But, the experiment can be enhanced to
detect the sought effect through added computer/trigonometric analyses
that detect secondary changes in statistical data reflecting particles
not at rest but traveling 67,000 mph through the GU ether relative
to the sun. …Other motions could be detectable, even overwhelming:
for example, the high-speed motion of our galaxy through the GU
ether. …See pages 15-20 of the Closing Ceremonies for further
understandings of this experiment.
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Those people sitting at a 900 angle to Earth’s orbital
motion will record on average a minutely faster response
as reflected by points plotted above the medium line.  The
average of those points should then show a double sine-
wave inclination for each 3600 revolution of the stadium.
Statistically, on calculating the effects of relativity, about
100 points should fall outside the statistical average, above
and below the line, for each 3600 revolution of 100,000
points of data recorded after each green laser flash.  That
100 point variation per flash times fifty flashes should
manifest itself as detectable, reproducible sine waves.

Why did the famous Michelson-Morley experiment in
1887, for which Michelson won the Nobel prize in 1907,
“prove” that no fixed ether existed?  Because the signals
measured were photons of light, which are not intrinsic
to the existence field.  In other words, rather than seeking
a weightless existence-field ether, a nonexistent matter-
mode ether was sought.  Therefore, no relativity effects
would be detected for photons in that experiment.  Thus,
no detection of the “ether wind” could occur.  But, what
if consciousness or conscious control is intrinsic to
existence — a constituent of the fixed ether?  Then, with
live conscious action, its mediating quanta particles called
thinkons will cut through a fixed field of existence at
67,000 miles per hour relative to the sun — or greater
speeds relative to other universe entities, such as other
galaxies, or the entire expanding universe, or even the
meta-universe — the Universe of Universes.1

(footnote continued on next page)

1Electromagnetic forces such as photons would “disturb” but not
measurably interact with a fixed ether of Gravity Units.  Thus,
photons would act independently and could not detect the “ether”.
By contrast, hypothetical thinkons would be intrinsic to Gravity Units,
thus, would interact with the GU ether — the unmoving frame of
reference for all existence. …What if the speed through the GU ether
is close to the speed of light, c, relative to the expanding universe?
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Other Experiments:  Clocks and Computers
Physicists have already demonstrated minute

differences in time for clocks at different latitudes and
altitudes.  Those differences are attributed to differences
in gravitational “forces”.  Could similar experiments utilize
super-computer-speed variations to detect both the orbital and
rotational movements of the Earth through the GU ether?1

Gravity Units: the Basic Unit of Existence
Gravity Units are neither energy nor matter.2  But, in

Does that mean conscious beings could measurably, albeit minutely,
think more efficiently facing one direction versus another direction?
Worth experiments?  What if conscious beings are traveling at all
directions simultaneously through the fixed “ether” at near the speed
of light?  In that case, the “ether” could not be detected by Stadium
Experiments and thinking rates would be equal in all directions. ...In
any case, the point of the Stadium-Experiment idea is not only one
of physics, but one of metaphor to illustrate the relationship of
consciousness to existence.

1Neo-Tech physics with its ether field resolves the many mysteries
of quantum mechanics, including Bell’s theorem in explaining the
1982 Alain Aspect’s “faster-than-light” experiments.  Conscious
control of the ether field removes the mysticism from quantum
interpretations of CPT symmetry breakings, the Einstein-Bohr debate,
Schrödinger’s cat paradox and Wigner’s friend, and even reducing
Everett’s parallel universes from infinitely multiplying down to two:
the universe and the antiuniverse (the anticivilization). …Rational
consciousness collapses the wavefunction of the antiuniverse.
2Energy and mass in the strictest sense do not actually convert from
one to the other as suggested by E=mc2.  They are really just two
different modes of the most fundamental field — the existence field
consisting of quasi spacetime points and Gravity Units.  From any
Gravity Unit or quasi spacetime point can spring the mass and energy
of an entire universe…an entire universe of quarks and electrons.

But, how do the quarks and electrons actually materialize?  They
materialize by breaking the symmetry of a Gravity Unit or spacetime
point, which is pure symmetry at zero energy, zero mass, and zero
gravity.  That symmetry breaks into exactly equal but any amounts
of positive and negative energy.  The amount of energy depends on
how the symmetry breaks.  The positive energy consists of mass and

(footnote continued on next page)

(footnote continued from previous page)
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sort of a de Sitter sense, energy and matter meld into
the symmetry of Gravity-Unit space or an existence field.
From that fundamental symmetry or field of existence, all
universes spring.  Indeed, Gravity Units are that which the
latest string theories are groping toward.  Gravity Units not
only occupy all space among matter and energy particles,
but comprise all such particles themselves including quarks
and electrons, including gravitons and photons.

The most fundamental controller of existence is
human consciousness, the force that controls symmetry
and Gravity Units.  From those dynamics, existence
evolves. …Consciousness is the ultimate logic, beauty,
and symmetry of physics from which future, major
theories and discoveries will be predicted and confirmed.

(footnote continued from previous page)
energy fields comprising the dynamics of quark-and-electron motions.
The negative energy consists of gravity comprising the dynamics of
antimotions and slowing time.  The total energy, mass, and gravity
for any universe or its alternate mode of a Gravity Unit is zero, with
all positive and negative energies exactly cancelling each other.
Indeed, in the totality of any closed universe or Gravity Unit, the
conservation laws of energy, angular momentum, and electrical charge
disappear.  They each cancel to zero. …In a Gravity Unit, time stops
and disappears into a spatial dimension or geometry.

What really are quarks and electrons?  They are existence modes
or geometries of quantized momentums that are relativistically
compacted into mass particles surrounded by energy fields or wave
functions.

Gravity Units and their existence field are controlled by conscious
beings through unblocked, wide-scope, integrated thinking efforts.  The
fine-coarse graining of existence will reveal a quantized particle of
conscious thought: the thinkon.  As photons mediate force in the
electromagnetic field, as W and Z particles mediate force in the weak
nuclear field, as gluons mediate force in the strong nuclear field, and
as gravitons mediate force in the gravitational field, thinkons mediate
the force of consciousness in the existence field.  All existence can
be identified through various sum-over histories of thinkons. …The
thinkon particle can be deduced from football-stadium type
experiments.  What experiments could directly demonstrate the thinkon
particle?  The mathematics of noneuclidean, multidimensional
geometries may provide the field equations for the existence field and
its thinkons.
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This chapter is going to take you on a journey.  A journey
into realms you never knew existed.  By the time you finish
this journey, your thinking will change about you, this world,
the universe, the future.  That metamorphosis will occur on
putting together 25 pieces of a puzzle. …When the last piece
snaps into place, your thinking will change forever.

More specifically, after reading this 25-part chapter, an
array of new concepts will jell into a matrix on the final
page.  That matrix will eventually end all mysticism and
deliver endless riches to this world.

Part 1
A Neo-Tech Discovery

Tony, a lad of thirteen, was singing the theme song
of Monty Python’s “The Meaning of Life”.  The song
went something like this:

“Just remember that you are standing on a planet
that’s revolving at 900 miles per hour, that’s orbiting at
90 miles per second.  So it’s reckoned that the source
of all our power, the sun, and you and I and all the stars
that we can see are moving at a million miles a day.
That’s figured out as moving at 42,000 miles an hour,
in our galaxy called the Milky Way.  Our Galaxy itself
contains 100 billion stars.  It’s 100,000 light years from
side to side and 16,000 light years thick.  We are 30,000
light years from our galactic center and go around that
center every 200 million years.  Our galaxy is one of
millions of billions in this amazing, expanding universe.
The universe itself keeps on expanding in all directions
at the speed of light.  It’s whizzing as fast as it can go,
you know, at 12 million miles a minute.  So remember

Chapter 6

A Cosmology of Infinite Riches
From the F.R. Wallace’s “Long Wave” publication ©1985

simplified in 1995 to be contextually accurate if not technically precise( )
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1Since 1995, astronomers have been discovering by direct observation
other planets orbiting nearby stars, providing mounting evidence for a
super abundance of planets throughout our galaxy.  Then, on August 7,
1996, NASA announced direct evidence from a Martian meteorite
discovered on Earth in the early 1980s that cellular life evolved on Mars
over 4.5 billion years ago.  The implied ease that life evolved in at least
two separate places in our own solar system lends stunning support to the
Long-Wave hypothesis that life — evolved conscious life — exists on
billions of planets throughout our universe . …Moreover, an entirely
different genetic form of life called Archaea, which needs no light,
oxygen, and lives at 400oF, has recently been discovered on Earth.

when we are feeling very small and insecure, how amazing
and unlikely is our birth. And pray that there is intelligent
life somewhere up in space, ’cause we are down here on
Earth.”

What makes those lyrics fascinating is that every
statement is essentially factual and verifiable.  But the
song left out the most important part:  Probability statistics
overwhelmingly reveal that our universe contains at least
a hundred million, and probably billions of Earth-like
planets populated with conscious beings like you and me.
Millions of conscious civilizations exist that are millions
of years more advanced than our newly born, immature,
still mystically oriented civilization.1

Moreover, that song was praying for what Neo-Tech
already discovered.  In fact, Albert Einstein spent his
professional life searching in vain for what Neo-Tech
discovered — the unifying, controlling element of the
universe: human-like consciousness.

Part 2
Einstein and the Unifying Link

Throughout history, conscious beings on Earth have
struggled with mystical notions of a “superior”
consciousness, an imagined god, or some other “higher”
power reigning over the universe.  But today, by
integrating the dynamics of mass and energy, Neo-Tech
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reveals a relationship between our own Earth-bound
consciousness and all existence.  The unifying power that
orchestrates existence is not some mystical god or
“superior” being.  But, as demonstrated in this chapter,
that unifying power is conscious beings — conceptual/
introspective beings as you and I.

Einstein never accomplished his ultimate goal of
unifying all forces.  He never derived a Unified-Field
Theory.  But extrapolating Einstein’s work into Neo-Tech
reveals the unifying entity of existence — the only
integrating force of the universe: human-like
consciousness.

Why did Einstein not realize that fact?  One reason
perhaps stems from his abhorrence for unpredictable
actions among the dynamics of nature.  For that reason,
he disliked quantum mechanics or anything that suggested
arbitrary or “god-like” interventions.  Always searching
for order, Einstein focused on only two components of
existence: mass and energy integrated with the geometries
of time and space.  He believed those components could
always be explained, exactly and predictably. Thus, he
never considered the third and controlling component of
existence: volitional consciousness — a free-will,
conceptual/introspective/integrating conscious mind.

Perhaps his passionate dislike for the unpredictable and
disorder caused him to overlook consciousness as the third
spacetime component of existence.  For consciousness can
and does unpredictably alter the dynamics of nature, every
moment, throughout the universe.  Yet, from the widest
perspective, consciousness brings the most elegant order
and predictability to the universe as demonstrated in this
chapter.

All past attempts to link consciousness with existence
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were based on mystical, “higher forms of consciousness”.
Such irrational, ethereal linkages always originated as
dishonest, unfounded assertions by mystics or neocheaters
conjuring up religious and political power.  But the
Neo-Tech discovery of human-like consciousness as the
unifying element of existence can be scientifically
established not only with theory but with direct observa-
tion and experimental proof.

Understanding the conscious mind as the controlling,
unifying element of existence first requires understanding
the unchanging nature of consciousness and existence
versus the changing nature of matter and energy:

Part 3
The Unchanging, Eternal Nature of Consciousness
As first identified by Professor Julian Jaynes of

Princeton University and described in Chapter 28, the
conscious mind was discovered within nature’s bicameral
mind1 about 3000 years ago.  Given sufficient information,
that first conscious mind had the same capacity as
conscious minds today to understand anything in the
universe from Einstein’s theories to computer technologies
and beyond.  Consider the astonishing conscious minds
of Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Archimedes that were
flourishing only a few centuries after the discovery of
consciousness.  They would, for example, have no
problems whatsoever in understanding Einstein’s theories

1The bicameral mind was man’s intelligent, nature-evolved mind
before he discovered consciousness as a conceptual/introspective mind.
The conscious mind is not a part of nature’s evolutionary process.
But, rather, consciousness is a discovery by man that lies beyond
the dynamics of nature.  This discovery process is explained in
Chapter 28, pages 241-256. …When referring to consciousness, the
word discovered is used when perhaps the word should be invented.
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or computer technology.  Given the information, they
certainly had the capacity we have today to understand
anything in the universe.

In other words, while much is unknown, nothing is
unknowable to the conscious mind.  By nature, the
conscious mind requires no change or evolvement to
understand anything in existence.1  On acquiring the
correct knowledge, conscious beings today are capable of
doing anything within the immutable laws of physics
throughout the universe.

Consciousness is man’s discovery that sprang from his
nature-evolved bicameral mind.  Consciousness is not part
of nature’s evolutionary processes, but is a natural
phenomenon of existence.2  Thus, the first conscious minds
on this planet 3000 years ago are the same as the
conscious minds on this planet today…and the same as
conscious minds in any galaxy ten million years from
now.  All conscious minds have the same ability to
understand anything in existence.

Consciousness, therefore, does not evolve.  It exists
eternally, unchangingly.3  And its capacity to understand
anything in the universe transposes into forever fulfilling
the supreme responsibility of conscious beings.  That
responsibility is to preserve forever the supreme value of
the universe — individual consciousness.  To meet that
responsibility means achieving non-aging biological
immortality as described in Parts 12 and 16 of this chapter.

1Individual minds are endowed with various capacities.  Individuals
then develop or retard their capacities through either conscious efforts
or mystical defaults.  But consciousness itself is either there to be
used or abused…or it is not there.
2As demonstrated later in this chapter, consciousness has always
existed throughout the universe as an integral part of existence.
3Consciousness is the fundamental invariance and overarching
symmetry of existence.
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Part 4
The Unchanging, Eternal Nature of Existence

Who Created Existence?  And who or what created
the creator of existence?  And then who or what created
the creator of the creator, and so on regressing forever.
Such questions are, of course, unanswerable.  But, such
infinite-regression questions need never be answered.1

For existence is primary and axiomatic — meaning
irreducible, self-evident, and requiring no further
explanation.  While new realms of existence such as
galaxies and universes are constantly being created,
nothing creates existence itself.  It simply exists.
Existence always has and always will exist.  And that
primacy of existence existing forever is independent of
consciousness or anything else. …The most profound of
all concepts as underscored by Einstein is simply:
Existence exists.  What is the alternative?  No alternative
is possible unless one accepts the contradiction that
existence does not exist.

Throughout eternal time, existence constantly generates
new realms of life out of which conscious minds spring
from the evolvement of bicameral minds — minds of
evolved intelligence capable of discovering consciousness.
Once consciousness is discovered and harnessed, it can,
with accumulating knowledge and productive efforts, learn
to forever muster new realms of existence.  From those
new realms evolve new life.  And from new life evolve
bicameral minds from which conscious minds spring.

Throughout eternal time and space, the following
creation cycle always has existed and always will exist:

1The Neo-Tech Discovery, Concept #28 identifies the specious nature
of infinite-regression questions.
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Table 1
THE CREATION CYCLE

Realms of existence created by conscious beings —>
life evolved —> bicameral mind evolved —>
consciousness discovered —> mysticism developed to
replace lost, bicameral gods —> mysticism and
neocheaters take control of conscious beings —> partial
freedom and capitalism developed —> Neo-Tech
discovered —> guiltless prosperity, power, romantic
love revealed to value producers —> mysticism and
neocheating are uncompetitive and, thus, eliminated
—> biological immortality achieved —> control of the
universe learned —> new realms of existence created
by new conscious beings —> and so on, forever
expanding and repeating the cycle.

Stated another way:  Space, time, consciousness, and
existence are eternal; they have no beginning or end.
Throughout time eternal, stars, solar systems, and Earth-
like planets constantly form anew.  Thus, living organisms
and conscious beings constantly form anew.  Throughout
never ending time and universes, limitless planets forever
generate life.  That life, in turn, forever generates nature’s
evolutionary processes that always end with conscious
beings.1 …Conscious civilizations free of mysticism
always survive, prosper, take control of nature and then
existence.

Given the endless number of water/oxygen abundant,
Earth-like planets forever spinning in endlessly evolving
existence, one realizes life and consciousness have forever
co-existed in limitless abundance.  Human-like

1As explained in Chapter 28, pages 241-256.
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consciousness, therefore, is as much a part of eternal
existence as are mass and energy.  When consciousness
is integrated with endless existence and time, the stunning
conclusion unfolds that human-like consciousness is also
unchanging and has always existed.

Consciousness, mass, and energy are the three macro
components of existence.  Those three components are
inextricably linked and must be integrated into all physical
understandings and mathematical accounts of our universe.
If only the mass and energy components existed, then all
existence would be predictable and predestined through the
dynamics of nature and physics.  But further research and
refinement of data will show that seemingly predictable
actions of the universe are actually unpredictable from a
mass and energy accounting alone.  That unpredictability
arises from not accounting for the influence of volitional
conscious beings throughout existence.

Human-like, volitional consciousness is:
1) the third and integrating component of

existence,
2) the unifying component or force never

recognized by Einstein,
3) the supreme component of existence that

controls the dynamics of nature, mass, and
energy to forever preserve and evolve
conscious life,

4) the eternal component that has existed and
controlled existence, not for trillions of
years, but forever.

*  *  *  *

The balance of this chapter develops a non-
mathematical, nontechnical understanding of how
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conscious beings dominate the universe and muster new
realms of existence and life through increasing control of
mass and energy.

Part 5
The Changing Nature of Mass and Energy:

The Grand Cycle
All events of the universe fall within nature’s mighty

Grand Cycle, the dominating, all-inclusive energy wave
involving the entire universe.  That cycle consists of
nature’s longest energy wave exactly counterpoised with
nature’s shortest energy wave.  All other cycles, waves,
or forces of nature, ranging from cosmic and gamma rays
to radio waves fall within the Grand Cycle. …The Grand
Cycle is described in Table 2 below:

Table 2
The Total History Of The Universe

(omitting the unifying element of consciousness)
is contained in

THE GRAND CYCLE
which consists of

The Googol-Year Explosion
Half-Cycle, Long Wave

The Googol-Year Implosion
Half-Cycle, Long Wave

The Googolth-of-a-Second
Full-Cycle, Short Wave

(a googol equals 10100 or
1 followed by 100 zeroes)

(black hole/white hole)

with gravity-wave dissipation
with proton decay

with quark and electron annihilation
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increase
to infinity

Entropy

decrease
to zero

(infinite entropy)

Time

(approximate Friedmann’s model — above critical mass)

Table 3

All past information, entropy, and
time* is annihilated.  If not, each
new cycle would expand, always
moving toward entropic heat death.

Future
Spacetime

Past
Spacetime

*When time is annihilated, the next event (birth of a universe)
is instantaneous to the previous event (end of a universe).  No
time passes between the two events.

Entropic Heat Death of the Universe
(approaching infinite entropy)
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A capsulized account of the Grand Cycle starting with
the so-called big-bang birth of the universe is illustrated
in Table 3 on page 56.

Table 3 also indicates that all activity during nature’s
longest wave, the googol-year exploding/imploding cycles,
exactly equals all activity occurring during nature’s
shortest wave, the googolth-of-a-second cycle.  An
understanding of that seeming paradox will evolve over
the next few pages.

Part 6
The Explosion Cycle

Within the universe, all existence oscillates in one
Grand Cycle spanning trillions of years.  The actual time
to complete that Cycle is not relevant here, but will
someday be scientifically measured by us on Earth.  But,
even today, experiments and calculations from the
astrophysical Doppler effect1 show our universe is in the
explosion, energy-to-matter half cycle.  Our universe is
exploding outward at near the speed of light, scattering away
from a so-called “big-bang birth” with ever increasing
entropy2 — a measurement of spent energy.

2Entropy involves the second of the three laws of thermodynamics
for closed systems.  Entropy is simply the movement of events toward
their highest probability or disorder.*  Entropy measures irretrievable
energy spent on scattering a closed universe. …For every star that
explodes, every pebble that drops from a cliff, entropy and disorder
irreversibly increase throughout the universe.  Approaching infinite
entropy, all usable energy throughout the closed universe is spent.
All is flat and scattered to the maximum.  No star is available to
explode, no cliff is available from which a pebble can fall.  No wind
blows.  All is dead and still.  Stars are collapsed, cold and dark, or
not at all.  No sound or light exists: perhaps not even mass exists.
Perhaps only unusable radiation near and always approaching 0oK exists.

*The same probability concept applies to formulating hypotheses:
always formulate toward the highest probability.  Thus, the
formulation of the Long-Wave hypothesis.

1A change of light-wave frequencies caused by a moving light source
such as a star.  The wavelength of light from a star moving away
red shifts — becomes longer — stretches toward the color red.
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1Are gravity waves the final dissipater of energy and motion?  Or
does mass itself seek higher entropy?  With incredibly long half lives
of 1032 years or perhaps up to 10220 years, do protons themselves decay
toward infinite entropy?  What about the energy and mass of a quark,
an electron?  Do quarks and electrons finally decay or annihilate with
antiparticles?  In any case, without conscious intervention, entropy
death of a closed universe will eventually occur. …The laws of
thermodynamics, however, apply only to closed systems.  Existence
itself is eternally open and evolving.  Thus, any meaning of entropy
to existence disappears, including the idea of entropic heat death.

Energy available for work throughout the universe will
keep decreasing as the universe spreads out for trillions
of years until all energy is spent.  In that state, trillions
of years after the initial big-bang explosion, the universe
exists at its maximum scattered or disordered state — as
inert residue of an exploded bomb.  At that moment, the
entire universe is motionless, energyless, and while always
approaching absolute zero Kelvin temperature
(00K=-273.160C=-469.67°F), all energy is in the form of
uniform, unusable heat radiation. …Do subatomic arrows
of time exist?  Will protons, quarks, and electrons
eventually decay or annihilate to end in radiation for all
subatomic particles and motions?1

Part 7
The Implosion Cycle

With no usable energies or motions, the universe is
dead.  Entropy is essentially infinite.  Entropic heat death
has occurred.  Without the force of consciousness, one
incredibly weak force remains — by far the weakest of
nature’s forces — gravity.  And, at that moment, in the
absence of all other forces, gravity begins acting as an
invisible cosmic hand destined to fulfill its function as the
ultimate housekeeper, healer, and energy restorer of the
universe.  For, at that moment, gravity begins pulling a
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totally scattered, exhausted universe back toward increased
order while gradually restoring potential energy.
Increasingly restoring energy by reversing entropy, this
cycle is the mirror image of the explosion cycle and
equally lasts trillions of years.  In that implosion cycle,
gravity eventually pulls the universe back into essentially
perfect order…an ultimate-compact, black-hole1 bomb,
ready to explode into another big bang as entropy races
toward zero.

As contraction of the universe begins, gravity gradually
changes from the weakest to the mightiest force of nature.
Starting as an unimaginably faint but constant pull, gravity
begins rebuilding the scattered universe by drawing all
energyless existence closer together — perhaps initially
by a millimicron in a million years.  But every movement
closer together increases the pull of gravity.2  That, in
turn, increases the speed at which the universe condenses
toward an ordered, densifying mass.  From the beginning
to the end of that condensing-collapsing-imploding cycle,
gravity steadily moves toward increasing all forms of
energy ranging from potential and kinetic energies to

2Gravitational attraction increases proportionally to the amount of
existence involved multiplied by the inverse square of the distances
between the eventual masses and energies.  That means gravitational
attraction accelerates exponentially as masses and energies are
collapsed toward unity.  Fields of existence are rolled ever closer
together, perhaps into multidimensional space* and then into Gravity
Units.

*Up to a twenty-six dimensional space has been mathematically derived
in superstring theory. …Most of those dimensions are rolled up into
inconceivably tiny volumes or strings that vibrate at characteristic resonances.

1The universe-containing black hole described here is matter and
energy condensed beyond the critical mass and density needed to be
captured, collapsed, and then imploded by its own gravity.  When
the collapse is complete, the resulting black hole can convert into a
white hole, exploding into a new universe. The entire black-hole/white-
hole cycle occurs in the tiniest fraction of a second because all
information, entropy, and time obliterates between the two Grand Cycles.
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chemical, heat, and nuclear energies.
In the explosion cycle, all energy escapes the

diminishing grip of gravity.  But in the implosion cycle,
no energy escapes the increasing grip of gravity.  In this
cycle, the universe keeps moving together.  Gravity holds
all forms of increasing mass and energy within the same
shrinking unit as the universe races closer together at
accelerating speeds.

Part 8
The Googolth-of-a-Second Cycle

On drawing the universe toward a never reachable
point, the accelerating pull of gravity begins compacting
matter and energy toward a super-ordered, super-compact
black hole.  Becoming the mightiest physical force in
existence, gravity begins crushing the universe.  All forms
of energy blend into all forms of matter and vice versa.
All molecules, atoms, protons, neutrons, electrons, sub-
atomic particles, and energy waves of the universe are
crushed together into unrecognizable forms of matter and
energy.  That rapidly compacting universe assumes entirely
different forms of existence occurring only during that
nearly instantaneous moment of super compaction at the
final instant of the implosion half cycle.

Then, as the entire universe implodes to the size of a
basketball, those bizarre forms of existence keep changing
with increasing rapidity.  Undergoing seemingly infinite
changes into ever more radical forms of existence, the
universe crushes inward at near the speed of light,
imploding to golf-ball size, then to pinhead size, then to
pinpoint size.  Everything in the universe, including
trillions of stars and billions of galaxies, even black holes,
are crushed into that pinpoint.  The universe then flickers
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from microscopic to submicroscopic size then to sizes
unimaginably smaller than a proton — all while
continuously changing into near infinite varieties of
unimaginable radical structures shrinking toward zero
volume and infinite density. …The end condition may or
may not be different, more disordered, from the beginning
condition.

Most incredibly, the total of all mass/energy/activity
changes that occur during nature’s longest cycle (the
seemingly infinitely long, googol-year explosion and
implosion half cycles) is exactly counterpoised or
duplicated during nature’s shortest cycle (the seemingly
infinitesimally short, googolth-of-a-second cycle).  In other
words, the total action during nature’s longest cycle of
trillions of years is exactly counterbalanced during nature’s
shortest cycle occurring in the tiniest fraction of a
nanosecond1.

Part 9
The Universe Turns Inside Out
From Implosion to Explosion

At that final instant, all activity ceases as the universe
is essentially, but not actually, at zero volume, infinite
density, and zero entropy.  At that final instant, all the
universe is in the form of gravity/existence symmetry.  All
information and time from the previous Grand Cycle has
vanished.  At that moment, with a quantum flux, a new
spacetime is born — the universe turns inside out from
the implosion cycle to the explosion cycle.  At once, the
universe converts from increasing order and compaction
to “nothing” then to increasing disorder and scatteration,
from decreasing entropy to increasing entropy, from
implosion to explosion. At that instant, the entire universe
1A nanosecond is one billionth of a second.
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1Currently, Earth beings have no way to observe other universes.
Thus, no way is currently known to establish if gravity operates
among the universes — throughout the meta-universe.

is cataclysmically destroyed and then instantly reborn from
seemingly nothing — reborn in a big-bang inflation of a
trillion times a trillion suns.

Created from seemingly nothing, a mammoth
composite of post-inflation mass and energy expands in
every direction at nearly the speed of light.  That ball of
mass and energy keeps expanding for centuries, millennia,
or perhaps longer before blowing apart, scattering, and
then congealing its mass and energy.  That scattering and
congealing eventually forms visible stars, solar systems,
planets.  During our current googol-year cycle, millions
of Earth-like planets and conscious civilizations formed
billions of years before Earth’s formation.  And millions
of Earth-like planets and conscious civilizations will form
billions of years after Earth’s formation.

Part 10
Super Grand Cycles

Assuming similar gravitational dynamics operate among
universes,1 similar Grand Cycles would occur among the
universes themselves, but on endlessly greater scales.  And
then, ever longer cycles exist among ever larger clusters
of universes, and so on, eternally.  For each greater cluster
of existence, its exponentially longer Grand Cycle would
have occurred endlessly in eternity.

From the perspective of forever greater Super Grand
Cycles, infinity becomes two dimensional with one vector
forever reaching into space, eternally gathering greater and
greater mass and energy.  Concomitantly, the other vector
forever reaches into time, eternally repeating ever longer
cycles.  Thus, travelling on those two vectors, existence
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evolves forever throughout the endless universes.
From the limited perspective of our world and

universe, the speed of light seems incredibly fast and free.
But from the perspective of endlessly evolving existence
and ever greater clusters of universes, the speed of light
seems increasingly slow and restricting.  For, the process
of escaping such super big-bangs seems chained to the
speed of light.  Indeed, being limited by the speed of light,
a seemingly endless time would be needed just for
those unimaginably large masses to escape their
“instantaneous”, initial big-bang inflations in their Super
Grand Cycles.

Space, time, and distance throughout existence are
mind-boggling because they truly never end.

Part 11
Grasping the Ungraspable:
The Infinity of Existence

Within the Milky Way, our relatively small galaxy,
billions of stars and planets exist that are millions of years
older than our Earth.  Within our universe, billions of
galaxies exist that are larger than our Milky Way.
Throughout the Grand Cycle, millions of stars, solar
systems, and Earthlike planets constantly form anew.
Among those millions of Earthlike planets abundant in
water and oxygen, the dynamics of nature immutably
generate life.  Life, in turn, always undergoes nature’s
evolutionary process that ends with conscious beings…and
conscious beings always evolve to control endless
existence.

Indeed, life itself, its evolutionary processes, and thus,
conscious beings themselves, have always existed
throughout the universe as its third and unifying/
integrating/controlling component.  And that unifying/
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integrating/controlling component of the conscious mind
was the component Einstein always sought but never
recognized.  For, he focused only on the mass and energy
components of the universe while overlooking the
component of consciousness.

When dealing with infinity, relationships among time,
distance, knowledge, events, and probabilities become
meaningless, resulting in seemingly bizarre situations.
Consider a realistically impossible event here on earth for
which the odds are a billion to one against occurring.
When put in the context of infinite time, such an
improbable event will not only occur with absolute
certainty, but will occur an infinite number of times.
Throughout infinity, whatever is theoretically possible
becomes an absolute certainty that occurs an endless
number of times.

To further demonstrate the bizarreness of infinity:
Take an essentially impossible event that might occur once
every billion years.  Now take an event that happens
constantly, say, once every nanosecond.  Relative to
infinity, both events will reoccur endlessly, forever into
the future.  Thus, from the perspective of infinity, no
difference exists between their occurrences, for they both
occur with endless repetition. So, juxtaposed against
infinity, no difference exists between an event that occurs
every nanosecond versus an event that occurs once every
billion years.  For, throughout infinity, both events occur
infinite times.

Also, in the context of infinity, no difference exists
between distances throughout space.  For, throughout
infinity, no reference points exist to measure differences
among time or distances. …Infinity is the only concept
in existence without identity or boundaries.  Thus,
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infinity1 is radically unique from all other concepts.
To grasp the meaning of infinite existence, one cannot

view existence from the perspective of a finite planet or
a finite universe.  Instead, one must view existence from
the perspective of eternal endlessness.  From that
perspective, no difference exists between a mile and a
trillion miles, or a year and a trillion years, or a forest
fire and a star fire, or a lightning bolt and a big-bang birth
of a universe.  For, no reference points exist to compare
distance, time, knowledge, or events of any magnitude
when forever really means forever.

As shown later, certain deterministic concepts in the
above four paragraphs are valid only in the hypothetical
absence of eternal, free-will conscious life.

Part 12
Achieving Biological Immortality Now

From a perspective of the infinite time available
throughout existence, all newly formed life evolves almost
immediately into a highly intelligent brain that can invent
consciousness from nature’s bicameral mind.  The resulting
conscious beings then, nearly instantly:

1) take control of nature,
2) render obsolete nature’s evolutionary “need”

for life-and-death cycles,
3) evolve into the Neo-Tech/Neothink mind,
4) cure irrationality and its mysticism, the only

disease of the conscious mind, and
5) achieve non-aging immortality in order to

live forever with growing prosperity and
happiness.

6) control existence.

1Infinity, as explained in the footnote on page 14, is a useful mind-
created concept that does not exist in reality.
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But from a perspective of the brief, finite time
available for contemporary life on Earth, exactly how and
when will biological immortality occur?  First consider
that, today, newly discovered Neo-Tech will eradicate the
disease of irrationality and its parasitical neocheaters.
Without the constant destructiveness of professional
parasites, conscious beings will quickly, naturally develop
commercial biological immortality as described below.

As Neo-Tech cures the disease of irrationality and
vanishes those professional parasites, biological
immortality will become a certainty for most human
beings living today, regardless of age.  In fact, today,
freedom from irrationality will almost guarantee biological
immortality for most people. And that could happen
without massive efforts or spectacular medical discoveries.
What is necessary, however, is the curing of irrationality
and its mysticism.  For irrationality, directly or indirectly,
eventually kills all human beings while preventing
biological immortality for all conscious beings.

Irrationality is the only disease of human conscious-
ness.  The symptoms of irrationality are harmful
dishonesties and mysticisms.  Those symptoms undermine
the ability to integrate together the values of rationality
and emotions.  What is the value of emotions?  The all-
important value of emotions is to experience happiness —
the bottom-line moral purpose of conscious life.  But,
mysticisms mixed with emotionalisms dishonestly assume
a primacy over reason and reality.  That dishonesty, in
turn, casts mortal harm over every individual human being
on planet Earth.

Neo-Tech, which is fully integrated honesty, eradicates
the disease of irrationality.  Thus, the immediate
evolvement of biological immortality need not require
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quick technological breakthroughs, major research projects,
or even explicit, direct efforts.  But rather, with Neo-Tech,
the process of biological immortality can begin
immediately within one’s own self.  And that process will
culminate with definitive biological immortality as the
3000-year disease of irrationality is cured by Neo-Tech
worldwide.

How will biological immortality actually happen?
First, consider:

• a world without irrationality,
• a world without professional value destroyers,

parasitical elites, and dishonest neocheaters,
• a world without their destructive institutions of

usurped power, such as the FDA (the most
health-and-life destroying entity) and the IRS
(the most value-and-job destroying entity),

• a world without the anti-business elements of
irrational governments.

• a world without irrational governments.

Without life-corroding irrationality and its virus-like
neocheaters draining everyone, business would explode into
an endless productivity spiral.  That value-driven explosion
would launch human life into upward-spiraling prosperity
with continuously expanding life spans.

Consider, for example, how the dynamics of computer
technology have so far operated relatively free of
parasitical elites, professional value destroyers, and
government interference.  Being relatively free of irrational
regulations, force, coercion, and destructiveness, the
computer industry has burgeoned.  Computer technology
is now delivering soaring capacities for processing and
utilizing new knowledge at rates faster than new
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knowledge can be integrated and used by human beings.
Such explosive advances in computer technology, or any
technology, requires being free of government irrationality
and its professional parasites.

The rational, conscious mind is synonymous with the
productive, business mind.  The value-creating business
mind is the antithesis of the value-destroying political
mind.   The destructiveness of socialist, fascist, and
religious societies prevents their citizens from developing
efficient business-driven technologies.  Indeed, all such
societies are controlled by parasitical elites using force and
deception to usurp harmful livelihoods.  Such people live
by attacking, draining, harming, or destroying value-and-
job producing businesses…and their heroic creators and
competitive expanders.

By contrast, explosive computer-like advances in
human health and longevity directed toward commercial
biological immortality will naturally occur in any mystic-
free, business-driven society.  But exactly how could
biological immortality quickly occur today in a mystic-
free society?  Consider, a 60-year-old person today having
a life expectancy of 20 more years.  In a rational,
business-minded society, uninhibited market forces will
rapidly develop the most valuable products and
technologies. …The most valuable of all technologies —
the quality preservation of conscious life — will advance
so rapidly that when that person reaches 70, high-quality
life spans will have expanded to 100 or 120 years, or
more.

In a rational, mystic-free society, knowledge and
technology accelerate geometrically.  Thus, when that
person reaches 100, high-quality life expectancy will have
expanded to 140 or 180 years, or more.  Those
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accelerating extensions of life expectancy would provide
the time needed to develop definitive biological
immortality for almost every value producer living today.
Indeed, in the coming years, Neo-Tech will cure the
disease of irrationality to eradicate physical diseases and
death among all conscious beings on planet Earth.

In a competitive business-driven atmosphere free of
irrationality, the life spans of conscious beings will
advance faster than the passing of years.  Thus, the result
of Neo-Tech eliminating irrationality is immediate,
de facto biological immortality.  Then, rapidly accelerating
health technology — including antiaging genetics — will
yield that definitive biological immortality.1

Therefore, by replacing all forms of irrationality,
mysticism, and neocheating with the fully integrated
honesty of Neo-Tech, nearly everyone today can live
forever.2  Most important, with Neo-Tech, one can live
forever with increasing prosperity, happiness, and love.

Almost anyone living today can survive to biological
immortality by (1) replacing the death disease of
irrationality with the life elixir of Neo-Tech and by (2)
stopping mystical behaviors and destructive actions, such
as making problems where none exist, smoking, and
becoming mentally and physically unfit.  Almost everyone
today can and will achieve biological immortality by
rejecting irrationality and neocheating both in one’s self

1Curing death is described in the Neo-Tech Discovery: specifically in
Part V and generally in Appendix F titled, Achieving Commercial
Biological Immortality in Our Lifetime. …Mortality is natural in life,
except for conscious beings whose nature is immortality — the same
immortality God possesses!
2The longer a productive individual lives, the more valuable that
person becomes through his or her increased knowledge, experience,
competence, productivity, and capacity for business and happiness.
Thus, in any rational, mystic-free society, the motivation for and
value of biological immortality increases as the age of the individual
increases.
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and in others.  The key for everyone is to first recognize
and then reject the disease of irrationality and mysticism
from within one’s own self.  Then one can effectively
reject irrationality and mysticism in others.

Life is everything.  Death is nothing.  Irrationality
trades everything for nothing.  Irrationality is a terminal
disease that breeds professional value destroyers who
eventually harm or kill everyone. …Today, the disease of
irrationality is totally unnecessary since it can be cured
with Neo-Tech.  Thus, through Neo-Tech, essentially
everyone can live forever with ever increasing prosperity
and happiness.

Also, as demonstrated in Neo-Tech Advantage #31 of
the Neo-Tech Discovery, conscious civilizations much
advanced beyond ours would by necessity be free of
irrationality and neocheating.  For, by holding irrational
premises, no civilization can advance much past the
Nuclear-Decision Threshold1 without destroying itself. …In
rational mystic-free societies, the idea of dishonesty is
unknown.2  Thus, unknown ideas also include war, murder,
deception, fraud, forced taxation, conscription, racism,
theft, assault, envy, anxiety, guilt.

Part 13
Infinite Knowledge

To quote from the first Neo-Tech World Summit
(March, 1986) keynote address titled, “Three Steps to
Achieving Commercial Biological Immortality in Our
Lifetime” as quoted on the next page:

2 Science-fiction stories and movies of evil or hostile aliens are
illogical.  For, no civilization with the nuclear-energy technology
required for interstellar travel could survive as irrational, evil, violent,
corrupt, or criminal in any way.

1Planet Earth is currently at that Nuclear-Decision Threshold.  For
our civilization to survive, the disease of irrationality must be cured.
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“Living forever would be boring.  False.  Exactly the
opposite is the fact.  For creating and increasing values
is the essence of a happy, exciting life, which, in turn,
gives increasing motivation to live forever.  Indeed, all
new values come from expanding knowledge.  And each
new unit of knowledge generates several newer units of
knowledge.  Therefore, the ability to generate new
knowledge is limitless.  The notion of finite knowledge
is only an illusion from our present, limited-knowledge
perspective.  Indeed, knowledge is not simply uncovered;
it is generated from past knowledge.  Thus, each day, the
discovery of new knowledge generates ever greater bodies
of ever newer knowledge and values.

“No one in the last century could have, for example,
imagined any aspect of quantum mechanics, the computer
age, genetic engineering, superconductivity, or fusion
energy.  For, everyone was many layers of knowledge
away from even imagining those twentieth-century
achievements.  Yes, knowledge upon knowledge and
achievement upon achievement will be generated anew —
forever — by human consciousness.

“Human consciousness is the only force in the universe
not predetermined by nature.  Indeed, only consciousness
can alter or go beyond the fixed patterns of nature.
Consciousness obsoletes nature’s blind, life-and-death
survival cycles when applied to human beings. …In a
society free of irrationality, every conscious being produces
open-ended achievements for society without bounds or
limits.  Thus, by producing an eternal stream of benefits
for society, each conscious life continues happily, forever.”

Part 14
Immortality — the Natural State of Consciousness
Thousands of years ago, before anyone on Earth

grasped the concept of geometrical shapes, a man looked
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toward the heavens at the moon, then at the sun, then at
the eyes of his woman.  Suddenly he grasped the concept
of “round”…a strange, new concept that no one had
grasped or understood before.  From that geometric
concept came the circle, the wheel, the principles of
mathematics and science, the automobile, the computer,
and the latest theories of gravity.  Yet, essentially no one
today realizes that a concept so naturally integrated with
life and taken for granted as the shape “round” was at
one time unknown, strange, and spectacular to discover.

Likewise, a few thousand years from today, the natural
physical state of conscious man — biological immortality
— will be so natural, so integrated with life, so taken for
granted that only historians would realize how during a
brief time in faded history conscious beings were irrational
and thus mortal.  Indeed, mortality is not only the most
unnatural, bizarre state for conscious beings, but is an
essentially unknown state among rational, mystic-free,
conscious beings throughout the universe.

In addition to biological immortality as revealed in the
Neo-Tech Discovery, conscious man’s most natural,
psychological state is happiness.  Essentially all human
unhappiness arises directly or indirectly from the disease
of irrationality and its mysticisms.  With irrationality
cured, happiness will become so natural and commonplace
that in future millennia few if any will know that
unhappiness and death ever existed.

Part 15
Einstein’s First Oversight:

Failure to Integrate Human Consciousness On Earth
With the Grand Cycle

Consider us Earth beings with our technology of less
than 3000 years.  Consider our advances projected by the
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year 2000, only a few years away.  Then project that rate
of growth into a geometrically increasing curve of
knowledge soaring toward a thousand years hence, a
million years hence.  One can easily see that conscious
beings are altering the dynamics of nature at ever
increasing rates.  And through a relatively minuscule time
span within the incomprehensibly long, googol-year cycle,
conscious beings on Earth can quickly learn to dominate
nature.

After only the first few centuries of consciousness,
around 500 BC, human beings begin controlling nature
faster then nature’s evolutionary processes.  Witness, for
example, the development of consciousness from only
3000 years ago, an invisibly short time span in the Grand
Cycle as shown in Table 4 below.  Earthbound conscious-
ness has already obsoleted nature’s evolutionary processes:
Today, man-made shelter, food, medicine, and technology

Table 4
Time Within the Googol-Year Cycle

• This time-scale dot is
magnified 1068 times.  It
represents the 3000-year time
span of conscious develop-
ment on Earth in the googol-
year Grand Cycle
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advance human survival and well-being much faster and
better then do the slow evolutionary, adaptive processes
of nature.  In less than 3000 years, consciousness is
already taking over the dynamics of nature on Earth.  With
that takeover, consciousness obsoletes nature’s protective/
survival mechanism of death.  Thus, through time,
consciousness mandates biological immortality for all
conscious beings.

Becoming free of irrationality,  Earth beings will not
just increasingly control nature, but will dominate nature
just a few hundred years hence as explained below.

During the next million years, planet Earth will
geologically remain relatively static with basically the
same oxygen, land, and water conditions.  But, with
geometrically accelerating knowledge, we on planet Earth
will soon dominate and control nature.  Consider, for
example, the world’s largest man-made lake accomplished
by building Hoover Dam with only 3000 years of
accumulated, conscious knowledge.  That man-made feat
controlled and then dominated nature’s mighty Colorado
River.

From the discovery of consciousness to the first
automobile took 2900 years of accumulated knowledge.
Then, within 100 years, man went from the auto to the
airplane, to the moon, and now toward super computers
for everyone. …Knowledge accumulates geometrically,
quickly leaving nature’s forces far behind as if frozen
compared to the incredibly fast, always accelerating
generation of new knowledge.

Perhaps only a few-hundred years hence, we Earth
beings will be accumulating new knowledge at lightening
speeds.  With that rapidly increasing knowledge, we will
easily, for example, corral heavenly asteroids into man-
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made orbital matter to fill our needs, just as today we
corral river water into man-made lakes to fill our needs.
…What needs will we Earth beings have a thousand years
from now, a million years from now?  And how will we
use our super-advanced knowledge and tools to control
nature in filling those needs?

A thousand, even a million or a billion years, is an
incredibly short time, a mere instant, within the Grand
Cycle as shown in Table 4.  But, well within that brief
time span, we Earth beings can also accumulate the
knowledge to dominate and drive the universe — to
interdict nature’s mass/energy dynamics in preventing the
Grand Cycle from ever completing itself.

Part 16
Einstein’s Second Oversight:

Failure to Integrate Consciousness Beyond Earth
With the Grand Cycle

Consider the billions of Earth-like planets existing
within our own universe that are billions of years older
than Earth.  Through immutable evolutionary processes
among those billions of Earth-like planets, conscious
beings have evolved with millions or billions of years
more advanced knowledge than we have on Earth today.
…Just imagine the technology and capacity of those
conscious beings who have enjoyed geometrically
accumulated knowledge for a million years, a billion years.

Human-like consciousness is the only entity in
existence that can alter the inexorable course of nature.
Human consciousness quickly advances from building
cities to utilizing nuclear power, to developing computers,
to making astronautical flights, to corralling astro matter,
to understanding the universe, to controlling existence —
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and beyond forever.
Integrating nature’s Grand Cycle with conscious beings

reveals an elegantly simple understanding of existence.
That integration reveals how individual consciousness is
not only an integral component of existence, but is the
dominating and controlling component.  For example, at
either end of the Grand Cycle, all life would perish.  But
individual consciousness — the supreme value of the
universe — must forever protect itself.  Thus, conscious
beings a thousand or a million years more advanced in
knowledge than we on Earth have long ago met that
responsibility to preserve the supreme value of existence:
individual consciousness.

Without immortal consciousness, the Grand Cycle
would inexorably and infinitely repeat itself as dictated
by the natural dynamics of mass and energy.  But, with
consciousness, the integrating and controlling component
of existence missed by Einstein, the Grand Cycle is always
interdicted and truncated.  Thus, the destruction of the
universe and consciousness has never occurred and will
never occur.  In other words, by integrating conscious
beings into the dynamics of existence, nature’s Grand
Cycle becomes hypothetical and never occurs.

Consciousness and Existence Integrated
1) Anything theoretically possible in existence,

no matter how remote the probability, will
happen infinite times unless interdicted by
conscious beings.

2) Human-like consciousness has forever been
and will forever be an integral part of
existence.

3) Conscious beings, as you and I, can
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understand anything in existence.  On gain-
ing the knowledge, therefore, we can and
will eventually do anything theoretically
possible that rationally benefits our
existence.

4) Thus, human-like conscious beings throughout
the universe always have, and always will,
control existence.

5) On curing the disease of irrationality through
Neo-Tech, we Earth beings will gain the
same power, prosperity, and immortality of
our fellow beings who control existence
throughout the universe.

Part 17
Knowledge at the Speed of Light

Everything in existence seems limited by a universal
constant — the speed of light.  For, as shown by Einstein,
nothing can exceed the speed of light.  Consciousness,
therefore, being an integral part of existence, must also
be limited by the speed of light.  But how can the speed
of light limit knowledge, especially since consciousness
has no limits on understanding anything in existence?  To
answer that, one must first understand the dual faculty of
consciousness:

1) The unlimited faculty to understand anything
in existence.

2) The limited faculty to store and process
knowledge.

By nature, each new unit of knowledge begets multiple
units of still newer knowledge.  Thus, consciousness
creates knowledge geometrically.  So, then, what can limit
increases in knowledge?  Nothing can stop knowledge
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from increasing forever.  But, the rate of knowledge
accumulation is ultimately limited by the speed of light
in our closed universe.

To understand the faculty of consciousness that stores
and processes knowledge, one must first understand the
history of that faculty starting with the origins of man-
discovered consciousness on Earth 3000 years ago:  For
the first 2000 years after the discovery of consciousness,
knowledge accumulated very slowly.  That accumulation
gradually increased as the base of knowledge increased
through memory and oral communication.  Knowledge
then accelerated through written communication.

For man to produce great sailing ships, for example,
he needed that initial 1800 years of accumulated
knowledge and technology stored and passed by memory,
hand-scribed documents, and oral communication.  Then
he needed another 1000 years of faster accumulated
knowledge and technology stored and passed through
written works to produce steamships and trains in further
improving transportation.  He needed another 100 years
of more rapidly accumulating knowledge and technology
stored and passed through printed works to produce
automobiles that greatly improved transportation.  Next,
he needed only 60 more years of accelerating knowledge
and technology stored and passed through books, journals,
and communication equipment to produce practical
airplanes that provided transportation inconceivable a
century before.  Finally, he needed only 40 more years
of soaring knowledge and technology stored and passed
through computers and electronic communications to
develop space ships for landing men on the moon and
building space stations.

Now, today, new knowledge is accelerating so rapidly
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that our productive focus is shifting toward storing,
processing, integrating, and transmitting information
through million-dollar super computers moving toward
thousand-dollar personal computers.  Thus, today,
computers are undergoing explosive increases in capacities,
power, practicality, and economies.  And from now into
the future, the demands of accumulating, storing,
processing, and transmitting knowledge will shift into high
gear from man’s limited storage-capacity brain to external
extensions of the brain with electron/photon-circuited
quantum computers and beyond.

Today, storing and processing our geometrically
increasing knowledge depends on our developing and
building increasingly efficient, man-made computers.
Advancing economies and prosperity depend on developing
ever more advanced devices until the capacity of every
spacetime point in the universe is utilized for storing,
processing, and transmitting knowledge.

Knowledge will increase geometrically for a few
millennia or perhaps only a few centuries — until the
building of external-knowledge devices approaches the
speed-of-light limitation.  From that point, the expansion
of knowledge shifts from geometric to linear.  Knowledge
will then expand linearly, near the speed of light, and
limited by the speed of light.

When our own expanding knowledge reaches that
limitation, we can join the millions of other civilizations
in our universe that have reached that point.  We can then
communicate through the universal computer (perhaps
gravity-coded) and control existence as our fellow
conscious beings do.  For, then, the entire universe of
universes expanding at near the speed of light becomes
our computer and storage facility for all acquired
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knowledge.1

The relationship of conscious knowledge to existence
reduces to a single equation.  To understand that equation,
the following two points must be understood:

1) Knowledge is a function of time, which as
Einstein determined is related to the speed
of light.

2) Essentially all mega-advanced knowledge
throughout the universe is generated, stored,
and processed near the speed of light, limited
only by the infinite Universe of universes on
vectors forever expanding at near the speed
of light.

Thus, knowledge ultimately obeys the same laws that
all existence obeys…such as Einstein’s law that integrates
energy and mass with the speed of light as expressed by
his famous equation:

E = mc2

where:
E = energy;  m = mass;  c2 = the speed of

       light squared

Likewise, knowledge integrates with time and the
speed of light as expressed by the following equation:

K = tc2

where:
K = knowledge;  t = time;  c2 = the speed of

light squared

Today, in our young Earthbound civilization, the

1Conscious beings perhaps overcome the speed-of-light limitation
through eternal inflationary expansions of Gravity Units beyond
our universe, into limitless existence and hyperspace.
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always fatal disease of irrationality darkens the future for
all human beings.  Growing irrationality reduces and
eventually stops the accumulation of new knowledge
needed to survive and prosper.  Growing irrationality
eventually destroys the conscious mechanism for
processing and accumulating knowledge.  But, with the
Neo-Tech discovery, irrationality can be cured worldwide
to let all conscious beings forge ahead, geometrically
accumulating knowledge at rates eventually limited only
by the speed of light.

Part 18
The Universe is but a Dot Next to

Individual Consciousness
Every individual consciousness has the capacity to

generate, process, and use new knowledge at rates
approaching the speed of light.  By fully understanding
the effects of such knowledge production and use, one
quickly rectifies the false view of life held by most people
who have lived on Earth.  That false view expressed in
Monty Python’s “Meaning of Life” and promoted by
mystics throughout history is:  “Individual human beings
are but insignificant dots among the vast universe.”

Facts and logic demonstrate the exact opposite:
Without irrationality or mysticism, each individual
consciousness has unlimited capacity to generate and
utilize new knowledge at near the speed of light.  Francis
Bacon identified, “Knowledge is power.”  Thus, after a
few millennia of such knowledge accumulation, any
conscious individual gains the power to so totally
dominate existence that the entire universe and all its
evolutionary processes seem by comparison to shrink into
static insignificance.  For, in both power and significance,
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individual consciousness quickly soars beyond the
dynamics of nature and the entire universe.

Today, on Earth, the fully integrated honesty of Neo-
Tech finally reverses that mystical view bewailing
mankind’s insignificance.  Neo-Tech demonstrates that the
power of the universe shrinks to almost nothing when
compared to the unlimited power of individual
consciousness.

Part 19
Who is the Creator?

Does a creator of galaxies and universes exist?
Indeed, such a creator could not defy the laws of physics.
Yet, today, as for the past three millennia, most people
believe a creator must be some mystical higher “authority”
or power as promulgated by someone’s scriptures or
edicts. …For two millennia, such mystical gods of creation
were conjured-up by neocheaters wanting nothing more
grand than to live off the efforts of others.

As demonstrated in the balance of this chapter,
everyday conscious beings like you and me work within
the laws of physics to create and control all heavens and
earths.

Part 20
The Goal of Conscious Beings

Throughout the universe, conscious beings pursue their
natural goals and responsibilities by achieving biological
immortality, limitless prosperity, and eternal happiness.
Thus, they forever preserve the supreme value of the
universe: individual consciousness.  For without conscious
beings, no value or meaning would exist throughout the
universe. …Conscious beings free of mysticism never
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allow their precious lives — lives of limitless value —
to end.

Part 21
Galaxies Created Beyond The Dynamics of Nature
Eons ago, a conscious being, as you and I, worked

at the edge of a distant galaxy with an integrating
computer of a spatial-geometry driven, mass/energy
assembler.  By assembling units of gravitational
geometries, that person corralled enough strings of wound-
up gravity to equal the mass of another galaxy.  As the
moment of critical gravity approached, the final collapse
into an entropy-reversing, rotating “black hole” began.  He
then arose smiling.  With arm held high, he cried, “Let
there be light!”1 …At that moment, in a far corner of the
universe, the light of a million times a million suns
flashed and began its photonic journey across the universe.
A galaxy was born…a man-made galaxy.

Part 22
Galaxies Discovered Beyond The Dynamics of Nature

Today, eons later, specks of light from that conscious-
made galaxy fall on the planet Earth — on the lens of a
telescope.  An astrophysicist examines computer data
gathered from those specks of light.  Then, integrating that
data with the physical and mathematical dynamics of astral
mass and energy, he moves closer to a momentous
discovery.  He moves closer to discovering a major astral
event falling outside the natural dynamics of mass and

1The expression “Let there be light” was first manipulatively used
in the mystical world of the Bible, then entertainingly used in the
science-fiction world of Isaac Asimov, and now factually used in the
objective world of Neo-Tech.
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energy — an event that irrevocably altered nature’s charted
course for the universe.

But, that scientist knows, as any competent scientist
knows, that nothing, including conscious beings, can alter
the axiomatic laws of physics, mathematics, and existence.
And he knows that existence can have no antecedent basis
or original creator.  Yet, he realizes that, within the laws
of physics, conscious beings can alter the natural dynamics
of mass and energy.  Thus, he realizes conscious beings
and only conscious beings can alter nature’s manifest
destiny, not only here on Earth, but throughout the
universe.

Combining such knowledge with computer processed
data, that scientist moves closer toward directly observing
the alteration of nature’s Grand Cycle by conscious beings.
Such direct observation may come, for example, through
a correlation of computer data concerning black holes or
possibly quasars and pulsars.  In fact, such correlations
of data probably already exist on Earth — hidden in
considerable accumulations of uninterpreted data.
Integrating such data could reveal that certain cosmic
events exist outside the natural dynamics of their mass,
energy, and gravity.  In turn, that data could then
demonstrate how conscious beings create and control such
cosmic events as energy and galaxy creators for the eternal
prosperity of all conscious life.

Thus, conscious beings could forever prevent the Grand
Cycle from completing itself.  They could do that, for
example, by routinely creating gravity dimensions and
geometries that constantly pump entropy-reversing
structures back into the universe.  Such constantly created,
new structures would break the dynamics of the Grand
Cycle, allowing the universe to forever oscillate within its
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most efficient range for conscious beings.

Part 23
Create Your Own Galaxy

Beginning with the data from that speck of light born
a million years before, today’s Earthbound scientist will
discover and prove a newborn galaxy created outside the
mass/energy/gravity dynamics of nature alone.  He will
then look toward the heavens realizing that he has
discovered a galaxy made by a conscious being.  He will
further realize that over eternal time, over eternally
interdicted cycles, all the galaxies and universes, all the
heavens and Earths, were at one time created from
conscious-made structure pumps that formed new realms
of existence while preserving old realms.

And finally, he will realize his mind is the same
conscious mind possessed by our immutable conscious
cousins who create new realms of existence in other
worlds and galaxies for us, them, and everyone.

Part 24
After the Discovery

After that first discovery of a conscious-made galaxy
or black hole, scientists will then approximate from our
geometric increases of knowledge on Earth and our
achievement of biological immortality, when you and I can
stand above all the imagined gods to give the command,
Let there be light!

Part 25
Conclusion

No intimidating god or ethereal super consciousness
reigns over the universe.  Mystical gods or “higher beings”
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do not exist, cannot exist, need not exist.  For only
universes created and controlled by rational, value-
producing conscious beings as you and I are needed to
explain all existence.  And with biological immortality,
we Earth beings will someday stand smiling at the edge
of space creating our own stars, galaxies, universes,
collections of universes, and beyond.

EPILOGUE
The mightiest power in existence, the power to control

existence, is expressed by the great command, “Let there
be light!”  That power has forever existed among fellow
beings throughout the universe.  The essence of that power
is available to all of us, now, here on Earth today through
Neo-Tech. …Neo-Tech eradicates irrationality — the
disease that causes ignorance and death among conscious
beings.

AIDS degenerates the body’s protective immune
system into weakness, sickness, then death; irrationality
and mysticism degenerates the mind’s protective thinking
system into ignorance, sickness, then death.  Irrationality
cripples and finally destroys the conscious mind.

But unlike AIDS, an immediate cure exists right now
for irrationality and its virus-like neocheaters.  That cure
is Neo-Tech.  Curing irrationality will also bring definitive
cures for AIDS, cancer, heart disease, and all other
diseases harmful to conscious beings.  Neo-Tech forever
eradicates irrationality and its symbiotic neocheaters,
allowing the individual to direct his or her life toward
achieving guiltless prosperity and abiding happiness for
self, others, and all society.

Neo-Tech also opens the way for knowledge expand-
ing geometrically to eventually approach the speed of
light.  Every person applying Neo-Tech, therefore, holds
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After 3000 years, the time has come to abandon life-
destroying irrationality and all its symbiotic parasites and
neocheaters.  Now is the time to mature into meeting our
responsibility of grooming the supreme value of the
universe — our own conscious lives.  Now is the time
to groom our conscious minds with fully integrated
honesty for limitless growth and value production forever
into the future.  Now is the time to join our fellow
conscious beings throughout all existence in meeting our
supreme responsibility to life — to live happily,
prosperously with our fellow conscious beings throughout
eternal existence.  For, we are the creators of all
heavens and earths. …All glory to us conscious beings!

The time has come to grow up…or be left behind to
perish in a world of irrationality.  Clinging to irrational
or mystical beliefs such as supreme creators or “higher
authorities” is as crippling to human life and prosperity
as would be the clinging to the once popular belief that
the Earth is flat or today’s fading belief that force-backed
“authorities” or politicians can advance the well-being of
any individual or society.

unbeatable advantages over those crippled by irrationality,
parasitical elites, and neocheaters.  Indeed, Neo-Tech
allows human beings to acquire total control over both
the material and emotional realms.  Neo-Tech gives all
human beings on Earth today the power to execute the
tripartite commands: “Let there be wealth!”, “Let there be
romantic love!”, “Let there be eternal youth!”
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1Existence is not in time.  Time is within existence.  Thus, any
universe is in time within existence.

(See page 98 for this equation adjusted to a perceived linearity of
time.)

A Mathematical View
of

Time, Eternity, and Existence
by

Bruce Gordon, Cyberglyph, 32 Debora Drive, Plainview, NY 11803

An instant in time, like this or any other moment in eternity
is an infinitesimal quantity, expressed symbolically as

Eternity (E) is the whole of time, from the infinitely distant past
to the infinitely far future, an integrated, infinite time interval.
Using the notation of the calculus, eternity is expressed as

A universe (U) is a process in time.1  It can be thought of
as a matrix-valued function of dimensionality

where the      are Gravity Units at positions specified by
the coordinates       If the status of a gravity unit varies
as a function of time then, at any given instant, a “snapshot”
of that gravity unit at that instant in time would be

The composite portrait of the whole universe at that same
instant,

is integrated to obtain the equation of eternal existence...

Future mathematical steps will involve the relationships among
consciousness, Neothink, and Gravity Units.  Submissions to Neo-Tech
Publishing, P.O. Box 60906, Boulder City, NV 89006 are invited.
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1And, from chemical clocks of strange-attractor chaos that are strong
on empirical demonstration but weak on theory…to superstrings* of
ultimate symmetry that are strong on theory but weak on empirical
demonstration. …Neo-Tech bridges those gaps.

*Strings, not points, seem to be the basic entities of existence.
Even in nature-evolved life, the string-like helix of DNA is basic.

Chapter 7
Gravity Units

The fully integrated honesty of Neo-Tech bridges the
widest gaps among physics and science — from the
general relativity of cosmic gravity and beyond to the
quantum mechanics of quarks and below.1  Conscious life
using Neo-Tech — fully integrated honesty — bridges
those and other problems, great and small, to deliver
eternal life, happiness, prosperity.

The controlling keys of existence are the ultimate-
symmetry Gravity Units as explained in Chapter 5.  Also,
as explained on pages 45-46, gravity is negative energy,
always pulling in toward nonmotion.  Mass and energy
are positive energy, always pushing out toward motion.
Our universe and all existence consist of gravity, mass,
and energy.  The sum of all existence equals zero energy.
Therefore, the total energy of (1) our universe, of (2)
every universe-containing, microscopically undetectable
Gravity Unit, and of (3) all vacuums is zero — nothing
— as explained on pages 45-46.

No real vacuum exists in nature.  All spacetime points
in existence contain existence itself.  All existence consists
of Gravity Units with zero energy.  Thus, any and every
point in existence can be quantum fluxed into equal
amounts of negative-energy gravity and positive-energy
mass/energy.  Then, exploding from the cold “vacuum”
or “nothingness” of pure geometric gravity into a cosmic
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1Time is always within a background of existence:  Existence is not
in time.  Instead, time is in existence.  Thus, time can be measured
as changing geometric shapes in space.  Indeed, spacetime is a
geometry dependent on its contents and their configurations.  Inside
Gravity Units, time disappears into fixed spatial dimensions.

inflation, that Gravity Unit forms a new universe of mass,
energy, space, time, and motion.

From any point above-and-below, in every vacuum
state and universe, conscious beings can flux, break, or
inflate Gravity-Unit symmetries into limitless new galaxies
or universes.  All of those actions can occur without
violating the laws of physics.

Existence exists.  For, existence cannot not exist.
Existence is Gravity Units with fields of existence at every
point in space, matter, energy, and time.1  As philosopher
Ayn Rand recognized, “Existence is identity.”  Thus,
Gravity Units are identity: the fundamental identity of
existence — as is consciousness. …The melded symmetry
of consciousness and Gravity Units points the way to
unifying consciousness with physics — points the way to
unifying all existence.

A Metaphor

Zon Jr. Creating a Galaxy before Breakfast
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A Cosmology of Infinite Riches

Gravity Inflations, Light Cones, and Universe Creations
Existence does not smoothly reduce down to nothing

or non existence.  Instead, everything in nature ultimately
reduces to a discrete bump, a quantum, a unit in an ether
of Gravity Units (GUs), which are the eternal quantum
units of existence.  GUs comprise the ether substrate in
which all broken symmetries exist.  A GU is an
unimaginably small entity with essentially zero surface at
seemingly infinite curvature.  Yet, each GU is still an
entity, a unit of existence — the prime unit of existence
with specific properties.  The GU is essentially maximal
symmetry: a pure symmetry of gravity or field of
geometry.

But, at the boundaries of GUs are asymmetric regions
of countless smaller, connecting Gravity Units at which
quantum fluxes can inflate into separate universes.  Each
of those universes creates a spacetime quasi light cone that
eventually meets the real light cone of every other
universe evolving from that Gravity Unit to create a
universe of universes many times the total size of the
distance traversed at the speed of light.

For example, as shown by the illustration on page 92,
magnify a Gravity Unit by a googol…or 10100 times.  The
GU would now appear as unimaginably large with its
highly curved surface now appearing as essentially flat.
That surface is asymmetrically disrupted with bumps of
countless other, smaller Gravity Units.  Those disruptions
can flux into universes at countless points on the surface
of the GU to produce countless quasi light cones that
eventually link at distances in any amounts beyond that
communicated by the speed of light.

As shown on the illustration on page 92, light cones
linked from Y to B′′ have communicated at many times the
speed of light with nothing exceeding the speed of light.

Gravity Units
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MOVEMENT II

The Anticivilization

The Problem
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Movement II:  The Anticivilization

Unconquerable Honesty
In this anticivilization, we each are alone in our

struggle to live rationally.  We have always been alone
with our own honesty.  That aloneness of honesty is
our only unconquerable strength in this anticivilization.
For, we are chained to a civilization based on
dishonesty.  In the end, that dishonesty cheats us of our
earned rewards as we each die unnecessarily, tragically
unfulfilled.

By contrast, in the Civilization of the Universe, no
such struggle or dishonesty exists.  In an honest culture
of certainty and rationality, everyone is free — eternally
free, prosperous, fulfilled.
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Chapter 8

Unlocking the Secrets
to

Limitless Wealth
On planet Earth, no major breakthrough of knowledge

has occurred in two generations — since (1) Albert
Einstein replaced Newtonian physics1 with relativity and
(2) a handful of brilliant physicists like Dirac and
Feynman developed quantum mechanics.  Why no further
seminal breakthroughs?  Because thinking from today’s
greatest minds, such as those of Stephen Hawking and
Roger Penrose, short-circuits when their wide-scope
thinking turns to mysticism.  Indeed, mystical bubbles
reduce conscious minds to those of lost children, even the
greatest minds like those of Hawking and Penrose.  Thus,
trapped in mysticism, new knowledge needed to deliver
prosperity, both now and into the future, can no longer
evolve.

In this anticivilization, the most brilliant conscious
minds can no longer develop major, breakthrough
knowledge.  Most such brilliant minds today are stuck —
limited to narrow, specialized areas — bounded by
integration-blocking mysticisms.  Those brilliant minds are
weakened and limited by mysticism.  They can be
outflanked and outperformed by lower IQ minds that are

1Einstein did not “overthrow” Newton’s gravity.  Rather, Einstein
adjusted and explained gravity (Newton would “frame no
hypotheses”).  Einstein actually strengthened and solidified Newton’s
inverse square law for gravity with spacetime geometry.  In context,
Newton as Einstein was, is, and will remain correct.
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mystic-free — minds that can integrate wider perspectives
of reality.  Because of their expanding mysticisms,
geniuses today are thinking and living with increasing
impotence. …So, where does the future lie?

The future lies in the Zonpower discovery:
Throughout history, six seminal changes have occurred in
the way mankind views itself and its world: (1) the
invention of consciousness three millennia ago, (2) the
Greeks’ discovery of logic and its power, (3) the
Renaissance’s overthrow of traditional “truths” for the
scientific method, (4) the Copernican revolution, (5) the
Newtonian revolution, (6) Einstein’s relativity and quantum
mechanics.  Today, the seventh seminal change arises: the
unifying discovery of Neothink, Zonpower, and the
Civilization of the Universe.

Zonpower delivers boundless knowledge and riches to
any conscious individual.  For, Zonpower frees reality
from irrational illusions.  Zonpower connects reality with
all existence to bring unlimited purpose, wealth, and
happiness to conscious beings.

Such wealth-producing, wide-scope integrations are
easy to grasp and implement.  This Zonpower communiqué
will prepare you.  First, Zonpower provides an entirely
different way to view yourself, the world, and all
existence.  Second, Zonpower is so widely integrated yet
so simply expressed that, on the first reading, you are
ready to collect its guiltless riches.  Then, on each
subsequent reading, your powers to collect its boundless
rewards expand.

How scientifically valid is Zonpower?  Its mathemati-
cal models reduce to T1=T2k.  Do not worry about that
formula now.  It is derived on page 239 and made clear
throughout Part III.  Such a simple formula or model can
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explain most, if not all, major anomalies in today’s science
and physics.  That universal mathematical expression
meets the “simplicity-and-beauty” criterion of Nobel-prize-
winning Paul Dirac.  Also, for validating major theories,
the T1=T2k hypothesis meets the “correspondence”
criterion of Nobel-prize-winning Niels Bohr.1  The
“correspondence” criterion requires noncontradictory
linkages with science and nature.

And, finally, valid theory must meet three other
criteria: (1) offer answers to previously unanswered
questions and unsolved problems, (2) offer predictability,
and (3) offer many ways to verify or refute the theory.
Scientific demonstration of those three criteria focuses on
identifying conscious configurations encoded throughout
the cosmos.  That scientific verification is the object of
Neo-Tech research.  But, practical proof already exists:
Today, Zonpower can make you rich, happy, and
healthy.

Unlocking the Secrets to Unlimited Wealth

1Niels Bohr’s correspondence criterion should not be confused with
his complimentary principle, which means the more of one the less
of the other.  For example, position and momentum of a particle are
complementary — the more precisely one is known the less precisely
the other is known.  Truth and honesty are complementary.  For
example, the more dogmatically one asserts truth the less honest one
becomes.  In other words, the more one demands truth, the less
contextual or honest become the facts.
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A Linear View
of

Time, Eternity, and Existence

Justin James Evermen, Theoretical Research Department
Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50012

Below is an alteration on Gordon’s mathematical view
of time, eternity, and existence on page 88.  Gordon’s
equation does not explain the non circular/curved nature
of time that seems to present itself to us.  We see linear
time.  So to approximate this lineation it is necessary to
take the natural log of the function.  This lineates the
space gravity curve and presents them as our
consciousness perceives them.  Just as 1/χ graphed on
logxlog paper is lineated so is time by the log or ln
function.  And just as 1/χ appears linear on logxlog paper
so does time.  Thus, the necessity to lineate its curvature.
So, therefore, we know 1/χ is curved as also time is
curved.  But in this askewed frame of reference they will
both present themselves as linear.

Therefore

Thus the log or ln function serves to lineate the curvature
that the Gravity Units hold.  Hence, our perception of
linear, not curved time.

So thus the equation of eternal existence...

Where
t

i
 = instant of time U=universe

E= eternity uχ
1
, χ

2
...=Gravity Units

U
EE = ∫ [

∞

−∞

[ln (u(t)χ1χ2χ3...)](n1
, n

2
,...)dt

E = ∫ [

∞

−∞

[ln (u(t)χ1χ2χ3...)dt](n
1
, n

2
,...)

E = ∫ [

∞

−∞

[ln (u(t)χ1χ2χ3...)dt](n
1
, n

2
,...)U

E

(view from the anticivilization)
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